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INTRODUCTION

A vast and partially unknown territory, long distances, natural obstacles, challenging weather conditions and diseases: this was Africa in mid-800 to the Europeans who aimed at colonizing it and exploiting its natural resources. The available means of
transport - oxcarts, camels and native porters - allowed moving only modest loads, at high cost and low speed. Thus, large areas of the inland remained rarely travelled or even unexplored. Thus, some lines of penetration from the coasts were built with
great expenditure of human lives of too many Africans, but also of European technicians. It was the start of a transport system that never became a true continental network, but still secured improved communications and freed the natives from the
coercion of portage. The economies in the construction and the lack of an overall plan (also due to the patchy division of the territory between the European powers) resulted in long-term decline of the railways in Africa, worsen by the impact of regional
conflicts, and the major trans-African links were never completed. However, the train can still play a major role as suitable carrier e.g. for abundant raw materials of the continent.

This exhibit – by means of stamps, proofs, postal stationery, cancellations, letters travelled by train and other postal material – wants to tell the glories and the failures of such great epic.

Rare items are marked as follows
 Important rarity (unique pieces or pieces with <5 copies 

recorded)
 Items with less than few dozen of items recorded

German South-West Africa, 1902 – 5 pfenning stamped-to-order postcard

Travelling in Africa before the railways

The first African lines were built in Egypt and South Africa

The Zambezi river bridge, 
opened in 1935 to connect 
Nyasaland with the Beira 
port on the Atlantic

Mozambique Company, 1935 – Advertising proof of Waterlow & SonsDjibouti port 
and its train 
to Ethiopia

Autorail in the 
Saharan oasis of 

Touggourt

Algeria, parcel 
stamp, 1945-46 –

unperforated 

8. Railways structuring the African space

Egypt, 1915 – Military travelling post 
office “Z AND W TPO” without 
terminus name for secrecy 

Middle Congo, 1933. Artist’s die 
proof without face value. Signature 
of the engraver Emile Feltesse 





Cameroon, 1974, Five colour trials stripe

Items with expertisation are marked with “E” (certificate on the back of the sheet)



1. BEFORE THE RAILS

Before the advent of railways, transports in
Africa were slow and dangerous. Nevertheless,
a vast network of connections allowed the
trade among very far regions.

The internal transports were based on
indigenous porters. With a load of 25 – 30 kg,
they were able to walk even 20-30 km per day,
depending on the terrain.

French Equatorial Africa , air registered letter from Brazzaville to Paris, 7.03.1950. Franked for 62 Fr. (tariff: up to 20 gr
letter 15 Fr. + registration fee 50 Fr., under-franked by 3 Fr.; air letter fee included in the basic postage)

Madagascar, Air letter from Tananarive to Wadenswil (CH), 30.12.1924. Franked for 75 c., <20 gr. French empire letter fee to
Switzerland (the air mail fee from Madagascar to France is included in the basic postage)

The main Sub-Saharan routes were
in east – west direction from the
Niger area to the Red Sea ports
(used also for pilgrimages) and from
the Congo and Kasai basins to the
ports on the Indian Ocean, utilized
mainly for the slave trade by Arab
merchants.

Even explorers and settlers used
widely the porters where no other
solutions were available. Chiefs and
whites were transported with
sedans chairs (tipoye).

10 c. Postal card with additional stamps of 5 c. lato veduta, not 
circulated – Belgian Congo, 1912

20.10.1947, franked
2,50 Fr., <20 gr letter
fee to the inland of
Congo

Celebration of the
victory against the
slave traders (caravan
of Arab slave traders)



The rivers, where not fordable
on foot, were crossed with
bridges of lianas.

Native runners were in charge of the transport of
mail, carrying small mail bags or group of letters,
sometimes strung on sticks, and following regular
routes .

Cameroon, Air registered letter to Paris, 25.03.1938, franked 4,65 Fr. (single letter rate 65 c. + registration fee
1,50 fr. + airmail surcharge 2,50 fr.) – variety on the 3 Fr.: double impression of the value

Mali, 1979 – Light blue 
and multicolour colour 

trials, the latter with 
colours of the writings 
different from the one 

of the issued stamp

Inverted centre

Gold, salt and slaves were the main goods
transported by them.

1. BEFORE THE RAILS





The camels were employed since centuries for the
transports over the caravan routes of Saharan
Africa.

Sudan, 1931 – Master die proof with
undenominated frame 

Sudan, 1927-41 – Imperforated plate proof, pair
of black and emerald colour trial 

Sudan, 1936-46 – Imperforated plate proof of the stamps
overprinted SG for official use



When the postal traffic developed,
mainly because of the colonization,
postmen riding camels were also
used for the transport of mail.

In desertic areas camels were also used for the
movement of troops and government officials.
Major-General Gordon, for instance, travelled
constantly all over the Sudan via camel, as
represented in the statue erected in Khartoum in
its honor after the death.

The routes of the camel caravans included stops at the oases and well indicated halts.



Mules and donkeys
were also used as
beasts of burden
over short distances
in all areas not
infested by tsetse
flies.

Shifted centre

Dahomey, 1963, Five colour trials stripe , the first three with handwritten colour codes

Stamped-to-
order postal 
card of 2 pf.,  
Germany, 1900 

In southern Africa, in
the areas not infested
by the tsetse fly, the
settlers widely used
oxcarts as alternative
transport mean. They
could reach 20 to 22
km / day at full load (1-
4 tons), hauled by two
groups with up to 12-
14 oxen each.

The main obstacles to transport by oxcarts were and are the diseases, such as nagana, the animal equivalent of sleeping
sickness, and cattle plague (rinderpest), characterized by outbreaks of varying length, one of which involved most of Africa
from 1887 to the beginning of ‘900, bringing transports almost to a standstill.

The quickest transport mean
before the railways was the
Cape cart, hauled by mules or
horses, reaching > 50 km/day.

The transport network was completed by the canoes used on the navigable sections of rivers, although many of them were navigable only partially
and not until the coast, due to the presence of rapids. The most basic type were the dugout pirogues made from hollowed trunk of trees such as teak.

1. BEFORE THE RAILS

Nigeria, 1967 – Rinderpest 
Eradication Campaign: 

adopted original artwork 
with written indication of 
the colours to be adopted 
for the two issued stamps 

Stamped-to-order postal card 
of 2 pf.,  Germany, 1900 

Southern Rhodesia, 1940 – Pair of 
plate proofs of 2d (vignette only)









2. THE PIONEERING PHASE

Sparsely populated in most of the territory, and settled for a large part only at the end of the nineteenth
century, Africa was affected very slowly - compared to other continents - by the development of railways.

The realization of the Alexandria – Cairo link began in 1851, and
the line was completed between 1853 and 1856.

The construction of the Egyptian network aimed then at creating a
link between the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, in order to
accelerate the forwarding of cargo and mail between Europe and
East Asia. Cairo was thus connected with Suez.

.

The network continued to expand with a system of lines between Cairo and Lower Egypt. They
reached the growing cities along the Suez Canal, opened in 1869, as Ismailia and Suez.

Locomotive n.1 of Robert Stephenson (1852)

Routing of the railways along the Suez channel, and the starting points of the  Suez – Cairo and Ismailia – Cairo lines 

Neopost meter franking machine with fixed values, n. 4 of the 10  authorised for usage in 1933-34  (15 mills was the 
surface basic rate to Europe) – missing in Kaplan gold medal exhibit

From Cairo to Paris, CAIRO STATION 
postmark (20.01.1879 )of the post office at 

the railway station, with Italian text (the 
Egyptian postal system in its infancy was first 

managed directly by Italians and then, after 
the nationalization, under their directions).

The first African line was due by the work of Robert Stephenson, son of the railway pioneer Georg , who
supported the Egyptian Khedive Abbas Hilmi for the design and realization of the first line Alexandria-Cairo.
Previously, the Khedive Mohammed Ali launched a project for a Cairo – Suez line, then abandoned.

From Woking, UK (26.12.1875) to Catania, then re-routed 
to Cairo, arrived in Alexandria by sea (14.01.1876 
transported by sea between Marseilles and Alexandria and 
then by the TPO Cairo - Alexandria, first Egypt’s TPO 
postmark (“extremely rare” according to P. Smith) with the 
Italian word “Ambulante” since Egyptian post was 
managed by Italian expatriates. The line Alexandria - Cairo 
was used from the beginning for the carriage of mail, but 
only after approx. 20 years its trains were endowed trains 
with wagons equipped to sort it during the trip.

Nelson & Company, locomotive n. 6c8 of 1862 for the Egyptian railways, in operation until 1897

Egypt, 1933 – International Railroad 
Congress , 15 M value: original artwork with 

colours different to the adopted ones



 





2. THE PIONEERING PHASE

The expansion of the network in those
early years was trigged by the increase
in export of Egyptian cotton to be then
carried in large quantities to the ports.

From Alexandria  (3.07.1857) to Samanud, through the "Posta Europea" service 

Double oval dated cachet of Alexandria (so-called type II) – Head office of the "Posta Europea", in black 

The development of the
railway lines connecting Cairo
with Alexandria and Suez
generate the opportunity of
an agreement for the
carriage of the letters by
train between the Transit
Administration of Egypt
(governing the rail system)
and the "Posta Europea"
mail service developed by
some Italian entrepreneurs.

The "Posta Europea" company
also took the opportunity of the
completion of the railway to
open branch offices in some
intermediate stations in 1856,
including Tanta, a large
agricultural city of 55.000
inhabitants at the time …

From Tanta (14.05.1858), through 
the "Posta Europea" service 

Double oval undated cachet of 
Tanta (so-called type III), in light 

blue

… and Kafr-el-Zajat, 110 km
from Alexandria, location of
an important rail and road
bridge.

From Kafr-el-Zajat (7.01.1859), through 
the "Posta Europea" service 

Double oval undated cachet of Kafr-Zajat 
(so-called type III), in green-grey

In 1856-57 the "Posta
Europea" opened branch
offices also in other
places not located on
Alexandria – Cairo line,
such as Zaqaziq, that was
connected by rail only in
1860. Mail to/from such
localities had to be
transported by donkey or
by river boat until the
nearest railway station.

From Zaqaziq (15.08.1858), through 
the "Posta Europea" service (by 
donkey until Banha and then by train 
to Cairo)

Double oval undated cachet of  
Zaqaziq (so-called type III), in green-
grey

In the late 70s, the
huge debts with the
banks that financed
the development of
the State (such as
Frühling and Göschen
that in 1866granted a
loan for railway
construction) slowed
down, temporarily,
the extension of the
railway system.

From London (19.11.1845) 
to Barcelona, via France, 
forwarded by Frühling & 

Göschen  (oval red 
forwarding marking on the 

back; London and French 
entry postmark and taxation 

signs on the front side)

This was
stimulated by
the growth in
the price of
cotton in the
years of the
American
Civil War.

Egypt, 1948 –
Misplaced perforation

Patriotic cover sent unfranked from  Washington (7.08.1861) showing John Bull 
(personification of the United Kingdom) having difficulty in transporting cotton while riding 
two horses with flags of the North (the Union) and of the South (the Confederation) 





Colonne Randon, district of Bone (today Annaba) that took 
its name from the Algerian governor from 1851 to 1858

The well-known writer Gautier and Marshal Pélissier,
Governor of Algeria, attended on 15 August 1862 the
opening of the first line of the colony, Algeri - Blida,
commissioned by former Governor Randon. The line was
extended progressively to Oran in 1868-1871.

In 1863 the railway concessions were transferred to the
PLM company (already active in France), including the
Philippeville – Constantine one, opened in 1870.

From Birtouta, less than 200 French inhabitants at that time, (10.11.1872 - handwritten date inside) to
Hypres, posted in the station post-box and picked there by the railway mail guard Blida – Algeri (BL.ALG.)

Costantine station, linked 
to the Philippeville port in 
1870

Perfin of the 
PLM (Paris-

Lyon-
Méditerranée) 

on envelope 
with 

company’s 
letterhead

In 1872 the first short lines of Tunisia were opened , the Tunis - La
Goulette and Tunis - Le Bardo, subsequently purchased the shipping
company Rubattino that had large economic interests in the country.

Between 1882 and 1896, the Tunis – Sousse railway was completed, a
meter gauge coastal line of 138 km.

From Tunisia (sender’s residence not indicated) to Zurich, posted to the 
railway mail-guard on the train from Sousse to Tunisia on 17.11.1898, 

Tunis transit and Zurich arrival postmarks on the backside

From Kram to Waes (Belgium), posted to the railway 
mail-guard on the train Tunis – La Goulette on 
7.09.1900, with also Nieukerken-Waes arrival postmark

The progressive realization of the railway network was
accompanied by the activation of postal services on the
trains improving the frequency, the reliability and the
speed of the mail transport.

Postcard sent from Sfax to a passenger of the “India” Steamer (with the 
shipàs violet handstamp as arrival marking) of the  Italian shipping 
company Florio & Rubattino, during its stop at Djerba

2. THE PIONEERING PHASE





The short section (3 km) between
Durban and its port quay, known as
“The Point” was the first to be actually
operated in 1860.

From Klerksdorp 
(15.10.1890) to 

Port Elizabeth 
(arrival postmark 

of 19.10), with 
transit postmarks 

of the railway 
travelling post 

offices 
NORTHERN 

(17.10, less than 
5 known) and 

MIDLAND (19.10, 
first known date)

Durban, 26.06.1960 – Slogan postmark for the 100° anniversary of 1st  South-African railway line, with text in 
English above and in Afrikaans below on the stamp issued for the same event  (first locomotive on the rear)

Port Elizabeth and East London, the other seaports of the region, were also connected by rail to their
hinterland between 1860 and 1880, mainly to facilitate the transportation of agricultural products.

Free frank letter from the Beaufort Line (between East London and Fort Beaufort, in the Eastern part of the Cape
colony) of the Cape railways (Western Railways), to Worcester, 22.05.1879

In 1870 just over 100 km of tracks were in service in South Africa. The
railway development from Cape Town to the North was driven by the
discovery of diamonds on Orange River’s banks, in the area of Kimber-
ley, reached in 1885, the year in which the network exceeded 2,500 km.

Letter card with additional franking sent to Kassel (Germany), from the post
office at the Kimberley railway station, 13.08.1904

Stamped-to-
order postal 
card of 1 p., 

Cape of Good 
Hope, 1899

Stamped-to-order postal card of 1 p., 
Cape of Good Hope, 1899

The third region of Africa that started the
construction of railways before 1880 was
South Africa. The first line Cape Town –
Wellington was initiated in 1859 but opened
to traffic only in 1862. It aimed at facilitating
the transport of agricultural products and
wine from the area north of Cape Town.

2. THE PIONEERING PHASE







3. EXPORTING RAW MATERIALS: THE LINK BETWEEN THE PORTS AND THE INLAND

3.1 From Congo to the Ocean

15 c. postal card – Belgian Congo, 1922,

Bloc of four adverting proofs Waterlow & Sons Ltd. In unadopted 
colours (made to advertise the quality of the printing house’s work)

Advertising proof Waterlow & Sons.Specimen, red overprint

Belgium, 1930 - King Leopold II (1 Fr. Value of the set for the
Centenary of the National Independence), third state proof i.e.
completed engraving, in dark violet, cream paper, with
inverted imprint “J. DE BAST BRUXELLES”, dry seal and paraph of
the engraver Jean De Bast

The Congo river and its tributaries (9700 km of navigable waterways) were the natural exporting route for
the products of the region, such as rubber and ivory, but rapids on some sections limited their utilization.

Promoter and first CEO of the railway was Albert Thys, who gave the name to a
township near one of the intermediate stations (Thysville). In that site, train
depots and workshops were also erected.

15 c. postal card from Thysville, 20.08.1909 to France. Matadi transit postmark

Accordion fold variety

The line, between Matadi and Leopoldville, was built between 1890 and 1898.
High construction difficulties were faced, through very challenging loops and
sidehill cuts.

Specimen





G.B. 1973 –
variety 
missing 
gold 
(Queen’s 
head) 

After having found Dr. Livingstone, the explorer Stanley – given the lack of backing from the British crown,
accepted to be recruited by Leopold II to build some trading stations as first step of the colonization of the
area. He declared that "Without the railroad the Congo is not worth a penny" and designed a possible rail
route to avoid the cataracts near the estuary, convincing Leopold II of the need to build the line.







Missing horizontal perforation
Belgian occupation of German East Africa, surcharged 
for the benefit of red cross – unperforated bloc of four

One of most important works
was the bridge for the crossing
of the M’Pozo river canyon.

 



On the French Congo the Congo-Océan line was completed only in 1934 linking Brazzaville,
on the Stanley Pool opposite to Léopoldville, and Pointe-Noire on the Atlantic Ocean.

Registered letter to Brazzaville on 29.09.1936, from the auxiliary post office at P.K. 102 (Point Kilométrique 102)
of the Congo – Océan railway. Letter fee 50-100 gr. 1,00 Fr. + registration fee 1,25 Fr.

3.1 From Congo to the Ocean

To Detroit (USA), sent on 21.02.1942 via train postal clerk on the Pointe-Noire – Brazzaville line; French Equat.
Africa and British censorships. Franked for 32,50 fr. for an air letter of 15 gr (air surtax 10 Fr. every 5 gr. + 2,50
Fr. for foreign letter <20 gr (underfranked but not taxed, even if from Feb. 1st the latter fee increased to 4 fr.)

Congo Republic, 1961 – Postage due stamps of 2 x 10 Fr: original artwork by Raoul Serres with handwritten indication of stamp size 



Similarly for the area of Cameroon, just north of the
Congo Basin, the need to quickly get to the port of
Douala the products from the interior (especially
bananas and coffee) pushed the German colonial
administration to build two rail lines: the Bonaberi
(near Douala) - Nkongsamba (1911) and the Douala -
Eseka (1913-1914, 174 km), both at meter gauge.

On the first line since 1912 was established a
travelling post office enabled to accept registered
and ordinary mail.

During World War I, the territory was
occupied by French and English troops.
After the end of hostilities the former
received the mandate on the central and
southern part where there were the only
two existing railway lines.

From Douala, 08.01.1917, to Paris, military free franked letter from the Captain Commander of the Railway Section of the
French Expeditionary Corps in Cameroon, First World War. Douala was already occupied by French troops since the end of
1914, but the post office still used the "bridge" postmark (Brückenstempel) of the German administration.

Letter to Chemnitz (Germany) consigned to the mail guard on the train Bonaberi – N’kongsamba, 21.06.1924 (year
inverted). Franked 50 c., and taxed since from 1.04.1924 the first weight international rate was increased at 75 c.

The travelling postal service on
Bonaberi - Nkongsamba was
maintained under the French
administration.

A service of mail guards was also
established on the trains of the Duala -
Eseka line, later extended to Yaoundé
following the extension of the line.

Letter to Heiligenstein (Germany) consigned to 
the mail guard on the train Duala  – Eseka, 

3.10.1930. The line was extended until 
Yaoundé since 3 years, but the postmarks had 

not yet been replaced; franked 50 c. as first 
weight domestic rate, not taxed

Letter to Freiwaldau (Czechoslovakia) consigned
to the mail guard on the train Duala – Youndé,
30.12.1933. Postmark updated with the new
terminus. Franked 1,50 francs, first weight
international rate

The French administration completed the line Douala – Eseka prolonging it until Yaoundé, that was
reached in 1927, achieving a total length of 307 km.

3.1 From Congo to the Ocean



Registered letter from unknown locality on the Nordbahn, to Neu Staffurt, Kreis Calbe, handed on 19.12.13
to the train postal agent who cancelled with the oval marking (type with 1 dots in the filigree), train n.2
from Nkongsamba to Bonaberi, greyish black ink. Arrival date marking on the back, 14.01.1914. Registered
letter label of Duala. Tariff: German empire >20 g letter rate (20 pf.) + registration fee (20 pf.) 



3.2 From Niger to the sea

Faidherbe

Gallieni

The railway aimed at facilitating the transport
of the local resources (e.g. peanuts) to the
port of Dakar, as well as of the troops.

First locomotives 
for the Dakar –

St. Louis line

Transport of peanuts on a donkey

Locomotives for the Thiès –
Bamako, East section of the 

Dakar-Niger

In 1885 the line Dakar - Thiès - Saint Louis was opened, the first railway in West Africa.

5 c. postal card to Moengladbach (Germany) given to the postal clerk on 
the Dakar - St.Louis train, 31.01.1907 (day rotated by 90°)

The Dakar – Niger axis became obviously also an important
mean for the carriage of mail, and postal clerks travelled on
its trains to gather ordinary and registered mail.

Peanut oil from Rufisque, site on the Dakar – Saint Louis line

The connection between the Senegal River and Niger was
completed in 1904 with the opening of the section Kayes -
Bamako – Koulikoro connecting Senegal and French Soudan.

Arrivo della ferrovia a Bamako

Faidherbe (Senegal governor
1854-1865), was the first
proposer of a railway linking
the navigable part of Senegal
river, and the Niger. Later
General Gallieni (governor of
the current Mali 1886-1891)
decided the starts of works.Senegal, 1906 – Missing country caption 

Faidherbe

Letter by “Ballon Monté” “GENERAL FAIDHERBE” to Toulouse - From Paris Belleville 
(11.01.1871), on the back transit postmark of St Foy (14-01) and arrival one (15.01)

In 1924 the section Thies - Kayes was finally inaugurated, making unnecessary the
use of the Senegal River and the double transshipment in Kayes and Saint-Louis.

From Kayes (as from the letterhead) to Bamako handed on 
the postal clerk on the train Kayes - Bamako, 29.09.1929. 

Bamako arrival postmark on reverse

From Diego Suarez (30.05.1938) to London; franked for 5,50 fr. (first weight foreign rate 1,75 fr. 
+ airmail surcharge <5gr. to France 3 fr. + airmail surcharge from France to UK 75 c.)

Postal card to Paris from the Study mission for the 
railway line Senegal - (French) Sudan; stamp tied by 

the administrative handstamp of the mission 

(undated, but likely to be 1895-1900) 



The construction of a railway towards the Niger was also started in the Ivory Coast in 1903. Instead of the old capital
Grand Bassam, the site of Abidjan was selected as new port and terminus of the line.

Station of Abidjan, site selected in 
1904 as the port of the colony, 
and thus as terminus of the line

One of the first train on 
the line, at the time (1908) 

still limited to few km

Letter to Worcester Park (UK) collected by the train postal clerk on the Abidjan – Bouaké railway, 30.04.1938.
Franked for 3,75 fr (surface foreign letter rate up to 20 gr. 1,75 fr + airmail surcharge up to 5 gr. to France 2,00 Fr; the
letter than travelled on surface from France to UK )

3.2 From Niger to the sea

From Abidjan (14.12.1910) to Lyon, 
free franking postcard from a 

telegraph employee of the Ivory 
Coast's Railway directorate, boxed 
dated cachet of the Abidjan-Town 
station of the Ivory Coast Railway

The first colonial capital city, 
Grand Bassam, was served only 
by a local line connecting the 
port wharfs with warehouses

As for other colonial
lines, the main driver of
the construction of the
line was the transport
of the colony's local
production, such as
oleaginous plants,
cocoa, coffee and
precious wood.

"IVORY COAST / OLEAGINOUS

(PLANTS) / COCOA – COFFEE / 
PRECIOUS WOODS" 
advertising handstamp on 
letter from Daloa, 
4.11.1935 to Nancy

The line Abidjan – Bouaké
was then completed between
1907 and 1924 to connect the
coast and the interior.

The trains were hauled par
"Golwé system" articulated
locomotives, characterized by
the peculiar positioning of the
engines, and designed
specifically for French Africa.

The line, however, never
reached the Niger river as
originally planned, despite
that the company in charge
of its operation was named
Régie Abidjan – Niger (RAN)
after the independence in
1960 until the privatization
in 1994. Such acronym was
proudly used on railway
stations and rolling stock.

Golwé system locomotive

Ivory Coast, 1965 – Two stripes 
of colour trials, the first three 
with handwritten colour codes





An integrated rail-river transport system was also
developed in Nigeria, the former British colony where
finishes the long journey of the Niger river. The first
section from the port of Iddo, near Lagos, to Ibadan (203
km, track gauge 1067 mm) inaugurated in 1901, was
prolonged until Jebba, an island on the Niger, in 1909.

The Lagos – Jebba line was later connected to the Northern Nigeria,
Baro – Kano (571 km), by means of the construction of the bridge
over the Niger near Jebba, with 7 spans, opened on 31 January 1916.

The railway bridge over the Southern branch of the Niger near Jebba

Postcard to England sent on 29..09.1904 from the “NIGER TRAVELLING POST OFFICE”,
operated on the steamers navigating on the Niger river; transit postmark of Forcados,
maritime port at the Niger estuary

Deepwater port terminal of Apapa near Lagos, 
opened in 1925, with cranes and railway tracks \\

Even this railway was intended primarily to carry, within the colony and towards the sea, the
agricultural and mining products of the region, such as groundnuts, palm oil and tin.

Registered envelope franked 5 p. (Empire letter rate 2 p. + registration fee 3 p.), from Abakaliki (16.02.25) to
Huddersfield (GB); transit postmarks: “EASTERN TPO” (20.02) of the travelling post office on Eastern railway, then
operating between Port Harcourt and Makurdi, and Port Harcourt (21.02), and Birmingham arrival postmark (14.03).

In 1913 the construction of the Eastern Railway was started between the Eastern port of the
country (Port Harcourt) to Kafanchan on the Baro – Kano line; it was completed in 1927.

Registered letter franked for 5,5 p. (1-2 oz. Empire letter rate
to 2,5 p. + registr. fee 3 p.) from Ondo to London, 21.04.1936.

3.2 From Niger to the sea

Locomotive of the Wushishi light railway in North Nigeria, 1902

Nigeria, 1980 – Railway anniversary, imperforate color trial of the approved design 

The Baro – Kano line was amalgamated with one from Lagos with the creation of the Nigerian Railway.

Free frank official letter from the Nigerian Railway, 26.01.1915 



3.3 From the Great Lakes to the Indian Ocean

Between 1894 and 1902 the English Parliament
debated several times on the costs and troubles of the
work, also because it had to vote a number of
refinancing (from a budget of £ 3 million, final cost
reached 5.5).

Narrow gauge locomotive, purchased in India
for the Uganda Railway construction works

Another great engineering exploit for the connection of a
largely unexplored region with the seaside was the
construction of the Uganda Railway, which began in 1896.
Works started from the port of Mombasa reaching, despite
great climatic and construction difficulties, the Lake
Victoria at the end of 1901.

Free frank official 
letter from the 
British Parliament 
(House of 
Commons), 
8.02.1920

Free frank postal card 
of the Kenya and 
Uganda Railway, from 
Nairobi (21.12.1926) 
to the city

The line became the
main settlement axis of
colonizers in the area,
driving traffic growth
and the need of a large
stock of steam
locomotives.

From Escarpment (21.07.1933) to London, with franking of 65 cent. (combined basic and air mail rate to UK,)
– the post office at “Escarpment” was opened on the top the rift Escarpment during railway construction

The crossing of the Escarpment was one of the most difficult section of the line (initially rope inclines were
built and remain in service for almost two years before the permanent tracks were laid



Kenya, 1996 (issued in 1997) – Original watercolour artwork 

The line was managed by Uganda Railway company, that was more appropriately renamed Kenya and
Uganda Railway in 1926. In 1948, after the merge of the Tanganyika system, the East African Railways (EAR)
became the integrated entity in charge of both networks.





Berlin-Schoenberg, 21.06.1907, postmark of the post office 
at the Army, Navy and Colonial Exhibition, on military free 

frank letter from a soldier of attending the event)

Postcard sent from a 
German settler at 
Maurui station to 

Berlin, sent on 
24.02.1911 with the 
2nd mail train (ZUG 
2) (postmark “a”) of 

the Usambara line

In German East Africa too it was decided to
develop a rail network from the ocean towards
the inland, as proposed by the first colonizer of
the territory, Carl Peters.

The first line was built to reach the slopes of
Kilimanjaro for the transporta of agricultural
products of the area, such as sisal and coffee.
Called Usambarabahn, it opened between
1894 and 1912 (352 km, meter gauge).

Crops on the slopes of Kilimanjaro

German East Africa, stamped-to-order postal card (surcharged 3 on 5 pesa) of 1898, travelled from Mikindani
(28.09.1899) to Berlin, Dar-es-Salaam transit and arrival postmarks

3.3 From the Great Lakes to the Indian Ocean

In those years the German colonial
empire was emphasized by events such
the as German army, navy and colonial
exhibition held in Berlin in 1907.

After the First World War the Tanganyka
territory became a UK mandate. The
Usambara railway was extended from
Moshi to Arusha to develop the
economy.

Railway agencies were established
along the line to offer more capillary
postal facilities to settlers.

The terminus on the sea of the Usambarabahn was the
city of Tanga, the most northerly seaport city of the
German East Africa, also located at the beginning of an
agricultural area with important cultivations of sisal
partly connected by the new railway.

Carl Peters, founder of the German East Africa Company, that with other parties (Foreign Affairs Department and
Deutsche Bank) launched the railway construction in the colony at the end of the XIX century

Registered letter from Makuyuni to Mnyusi station 
on the same line, wit the framed linear postmark and 
handwritten registration label of the railway agency 
located in such locality, at mile 70 of the Tanga 
railway – Kilimajaro TPO postmark (22.02.1934) on 
the back

Only example recorded by T. Proud of such railway 
agency postmark 



The west terminal was the lake
port city of Kigoma.

Its 1252 km were covered in 57h
¾, compared to 6 weeks with
native carriers. In 1916 the
German colony was occupied by
Belgian and British, thus also the
line management changed hands.

Postcard from Tabora to Hannover sent on 26.05.1914 with the mail train of the German East Africa central
line (Mittelandbahn), achieved few months before

Due to the poor striking of the postmark, the rail postal agent rewrote by hand the word “Bahnpost”
(travelling post office) and the month “V”

German East Africa, Belgian occupation, 1918 
– 5 cent. postal card 

3.3 From the Great Lakes to the Indian Ocean

German East Africa, 1898, stamped-to-order postal card (surcharged 5 on 10 pesa)

The first section of the line from Dar es Salam
inward was inaugurated in 1906; in 1914 the line
reached the shores of Tanganika lake, port of call of
the steamers to the Belgian Congo. In fact, the line
aimed also at carrying mining flows (mainly copper)
from the latter territory. The line was named
Central railway (Mittellandbahn).

The building contractor
was the company Philipp
Holzmann AG, which
completed the 1252 km
line in 9 years, 14
months ahead of the
contract time.

Perfin  PH of the company Philipp 
Holzmann,  Frankfurt a.M. 1928

The tractive stock was initially supplied mainly by Henschel & Sohn AG from Kassel, that built 18 steam
locomotives (four-coupled or articulated Mallet-type).

Francotyp model “B” meter franking machine



3.4 The small networks of West African countries

Even in the relatively small colonies created in the Western Africa coastal region, the first lines were planned to convey towards the ports the
agricultural and mining products from the inland. In Sierra Leone, in 1899 was opened the first line from Freetown to Songo (762 mm track gauge),
then extended until Bo (1903) and Pendebu (1908), so reaching a total extension of 311 km. Then in 1933 the Marampa mine’s railway line was
inaugurated for the transport of iron ore to the Pepel port , with 1067 mm track gauge.

Marampa mine and railway 
wagons

Orugu bridge, 
Freetown – Bo 
line

Registered letter < 1 oz. to England franked for 5 pence (Empire first letter rate 2 pence + 3 pence
registration fee – 3 p. indicia of the postal stationery on the back), handed on the TRAVELLING POST
OFFICE FREETOWN – BO operating that line, 14.04.1927 (datestamp and registration framed linear of
the TPO). Freetown transit and Birmingham arrival postmarks on reverse

Boxed  linear postmark 
of the TRAVELLING 
POST OFFICE 
FREETOWN – BO, 
21.03.1918. 

In the nearby French Guinea the explorer Olivier de Sanderval
launched the ambitious project of connecting the Conakry port with
Niger. The construction started in 1900, but the railway were never
extended beyond Kankan, in the East of the country. Nevertheless,
it made possible an easier carriage of the local palm oil and rubber.

Guinean  residence 
of De Sanderval

Letter to France, franked for 1,73 Fr. (the rate was 1,40 Fr. for 100-200 gr and 1,80 Fr. for 200-300 gr, the sender problably was not sure about the right fee, so he stuck all the stamps he
had); handed on the mail-guard on the train KANKAN A MAMOU (12.11.36) operating on the East section of the Conakry – Kankan line. Conakry transit and La Flèche arrival postmarks





Visiting card to France, 
franked for 0,50 Fr. 

(rate for visiting card 
with >5 words added); 

handed on the mail-
guard on the train 

MAMOU A CONAKRY 
(14.10.27) operating on 
the West section of the 
Conakry – Kankan line. 

Conakry transit 
postmark

Due to long journey time, the
trains on the Guinea line stopped
at Mamou for the night, where
passengers slept and there was
also the change of the mail-
guards’ brigades in charge of the
travelling postal service.



In the Gold Coast (modern Ghana) between 1903 and 1927 several lines of connection between the
interior and the coastal ports of Sekondi and Accra were opened to traffic. The consistent freight
(livestock, agricultural products such as cocoa, manganese, gold) involved the acquisition of numerous
specialized freight wagons.

Locomotive « Amanful » for shunting 
in ports (1922)

Letter to Paris handed on the train mail guard LOMÉ À ATAKPAME (22.02.1928) travelling on that line in Togo.
Franked 0,50 fr. (first letter rate for French area)

In the neighboring Togo, a small network (about
440 km) was also built, with origin at port of
Lomé. In 1905 it was opened the coastal line to
Anecho. It was followed in 1907 by the line for
Kpalimé, and in 1913 by the one for Atakpame,
dedicated primarily for the transport of the
cocoa, the former, and cotton, the latter.

Postcard to Clermont – Ferrand, sent via the train mail 
guard on the line OUIDAH À COTONOU (7.04.1906), transit 

markings of Cotonou e of the maritime line Loango –
Bordeaux on the back, both dated 7.04. The postcard shows 

the railway workshops.

Togo, Piantagioni di cotone

In Dahomey, now Benin, the port of
Cotonou should have been connected to
Niger, similarly to Dakar and Conakry.

This project was never realized, but a
railway between Cotonou and Parakou was
built and opened between 1902 and 1933,
with a branch to Ouidah – Segbouroué.
Another line connected Cotonou and Porto
Novo - Pobé in the eastern part od the
country.

Free frank letter from 
da Lieutenant of 

railway works 
engineers, postmark 

CORRESPDE MILITAIRE / 
KOTONOU – BENIN 

(05.07.1901), year digit 
reversed; arrival 

markings of Cette and 
Chalon sur Saone on 

the back

The first line of
Dahomey was built
by military
engineers, even if it
was then assigned
for the operation to
a private company.

Air registered letter from
Bawjiasi (24.10.1950) to
London, franked 1 sh. 6 p. (6
x 3 p.) for first weigh letter
rate (2,5 p.), registration fee
(3 p.) and airmail surcharge
(1 sh.); 0,5 p over-franked.

3.4 The small networks of West African countries





At the end of XIX century, the
Ethiopian emperor Menelik
decide to connect the new
capital city, Addis Abeba, to the
Red Sea by a railway.

Djibouti, 1941, Colour proof with control punches and handwritten 4-digit colour code (1417 ) 

3.5 Ethiopia and Sudan connect with the Red Sea

The line had to climb up to 2350 m on the sea level, crossing many waterways and valleys that required
the building of almost 2000 structures, including some important viaducts.

Hol-Hol steel trestle viaduct

Djibouti, 1915, Black proof with separate prints of the two elements of the 
drawing (frame and internal picture)

Djibouti, 1927, right stamp 
with missing dot after "F"

From Djibouti to Paris, 25.02.1915, free frank 
letter of the French-owned managing company 
of the Djibouti – Addis Abeba railway

Essays in black and 
brown & black without 

face value







Among the proposed project, the one adopted was the link with Djibouti, centre of the
French Somaliland. Due to construction difficulties, local tribes’ hostility and oppressive
climate, the line was achieved only in 1917.

The concession of the line was granted to a Swiss engineer, but
after its bankruptcy due to construction costs higher than
expected, in 1908 a new operating enterprise was founded in
1908 by large French banks. It was supervised directly by the
French government, and thius named Compagnie du Chemin de
Fer Franco-Ethiopien.



Railway bridge over Awash river

Ethiopia, 1931 – imperforated 
block of ten, lower right corner of 

the sheet



3.5 Ethiopia and Sudan connect with the Red Sea

In Addis Ababa the first station
was a wooden edifice, then
replaced in 1929 by a building of
the architect Paul Barrias in
French style, as it was the Com-
pagnie du Chemin de Fer Franco-
Ethiopien that built the line.

Registered letter from Addis Abeba Gare (post office by the railway station), 20.11.1931, tp Groninga (The Netherl-ands);
franked for 9 mehaleks (foreign letter 20-40 gr. 5 m. + 4 m. registration fee)

Postmark of the
mail-guard on the
train ADDIS ABEBA A
DAOUALÉ, ?.11.1930
on fragment of
letter up to 20 gr. to
India (less than 5
known on non-
philatelic mail)

On the Ethiopian
section a mail-
guard service for
the carriage of
mail by rail was
also operated.

Djibouti, 1943, Deluxe proof 
with embossed seal of the 

Ministry of the Colonies

Djibouti, 1943, Proof of the 20 francs without  face value

The line was essential for the development of Djibouti port and
the entire small colony of the Somali Coast. Thus, the railway
became almost a symbol of it (often represented in its stamps).

Air letter from Djibouti, 1.04.1945, to Geneva (Switzerland), franked for 23 Fr. (4 Fr. for first weigh foreign letter,
airmail surcharge to France 3 x 6 Fr. / 5 gr = 18 Fr., over-franked 1 Fr.)







In Sudan it was decided the development of a port
infrastructure on the Red Sea, Port Sudan, which
was inaugurated in 1906 to promote the export of
cotton, sesame and sorghum.

The port was built in conjunction with the railway
line to Atbara - Khartoum, which then was
complemented by the southbound line to Kassala
(1924) later extended to Sennar (1929).

Postcard to Hamburg posted on the Travelling Post Office (T.P.O.) ATBARA - PORT SUDAN, 27.02.1913
then cancelled in transit by the HALFA – KHARTOUM T.P.O. (28.02.1913) on the train to Wadi Halfa, and the
(on the back) by the SHELLAL – HALFA T.P.O. (28.0213) on the steamers connecting the Sudanese and
Egyptian rail networks.

From Khartoum, 10.11.1950, to Amsterdam, franking 3,5 piastres (<10 gr. air letter rate to Europe)

Italy-Ethiopia war, free frank postal card for the Italian army, sent from Dessié via the field post office PM 210
(23.08.36) to Baldissero Torinese.

The map shows the different railways to the ports of East Africa: from the north, the Sudanese lines to Port Sudan
from Atbara and Kassala via Hayia; the line Massawa - Agordat in Eritrea; the Djibouti - Addis Ababa, and at the bottom
the Uganda Railway from Mombasa to Port Florence (Kisumu)

A short railway line (track gauge 950 mm) was
built also in the small Italian colony of Eritrea,
between the port of Massawa and Asmara. In
the following years it was extended to Cheren
(1923), Agordat (1928) and Biscia (1932).

The difficult topography of the region required
to realize a very challenging alignment, with
many loops, bridges and tunnels.

Air letter from Addis Ababa Station (03/03/1938) to Crespino Arginello (RO) franked with 5 x 50 c. (depicting the
Massawa - Agordat railway in a sidehill section) for a total of L. 2.50 corresponding to a 5-10 gr. air letter (letter
fee up to 15 gr. 50 c.+ air mail supplement 1 L. / 5 gr. = 2 L.)

3.5 Ethiopia and Sudan connect with the Red Sea





Building railways in Africa was a major challenge, given the difficult environmental
conditions, unfriendly populations and significant natural obstacles. The latter constraint
imposed two fundamental choices to the railway designers .

Lower Congo railway Matadi – Leopoldville with 765 mm track gauge, built with a wider platform for forthcoming 
enhancements (indeed it was upgraded to 1067 mm in 1932)

Pronounced curves on the Congo – Oceano line (above)
and on one of the lines of East African Railway (below),
that was operational in Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyka.

4. THE BUILDING DIFFICULTIES

4.1 Follow the morphology to reduce the costs

Besides, it was decided to follow as much as possible the land morphology, using curves with
tight radius (150 meters), as made possible by the narrow gauge, as well as steep gradients.

Such choices allowed low costs and faster
construction, but they imposed operational
limits, in terms of speed and capacity, that
constrain their development until today.

The first one was the reduction of platform width, and thus of land consumption, by
adopting the track gauge narrower than the European one of 1435 mm, for
instance in southern and central Africa the so-called “Cape” gauge (1067 mm).

Even smaller gauges were adopted for some minor lines, for
instance serving exclusively plantations or mines, but also as
initial low cost solution for railways to be upgraded once the
traffic level justified larger gauges.

Michell’s Pass, 1067 mm gauge railway Wolseley –
Ceres

Swakopmund – Windhoek line in South-West 
Africa, built at 600 mm gauge using military 

railway equipment to speed up its realization

Congo – Ocean railway, 
1067 mm track gauge

From Addis Abeba (9.10.1938) to Rome franked for  L. 6,00 as 20-25 gr. as 20-25 gr. air letter  (20 -50 gr basic letter fee 2 x 
50 c.  + airmail supplement 1 L. / 5 gr. x 5)

Mozambique Company,  1918, Waterlow & Sons Ltd. advertising proof 

Belgian Congo, 1912 – 10 cent. postal card

Steep sidehill section on the Eritrea railway 

South Africa, 1927 – postal card of  1/2 penny



South Africa, 1934 –
postal card of  1/2 penny



4.1 Follow the morphology to reduce the  costs

The different choices adopted in terms of track gauge imposed the need
of the conversion of the lines at narrower gauges when the connection
with larger network became necessary, such as in the case of the Beira
– Umtaly stretch of the line to Salisbury (originally 610 mm, then
converted to the "Cape" gauge of 1067 mm) …

2 foot = 610 mm steam locomotive of 
the Beira – Umtali railway

Beira station 
after the track 
gauge conversion 
at 1067 mm

… as well as the Swakopmund – Windhoek and Swakopmund – Tsumeb lines of
German South West Africa, initially built at 600 m track gauge, and then also converted
to the "Cape" gauge that came to be the standard for Southern African networks.

Locomotives of South West Africa at 600 m and 1067 mm track gauge 

Dated railway station marking of Rössig on the Swakopmund –
Windhoek line, 18.12.1900  (such markings were used on the 
mail collected by stationmasters, who were in charge of that)

The line was  classified as "Feldbahn" 
(field railway) since  it was built using field 
railway equipment at 600 mm track gauge 

Lack of track gauge harmonisation was the
key obstacle for the integration between the
African networks; thus, it was the main
discussion topic at Intercolonial transport
congress held during the Colonial Exhibition
of Paris in 1931, with the participation of
experts from all colonial powers.

The coordination between colonial railway
was also the core subject of the 5th session
of the railway congress of Cairo in 1933.

Belgium, 1931, official envelope of the postal giro service





4.2 The challenge of the 
construction

Camerun, 1974, Color trials

Belgian Congo, 1912 -
10 cent. postal card 

Belgian Congo, 1912 - 10 cent. postal card 

Insecticide against  white ants       
“WHITE-ANT KILLER”

India, 1943, 9 piastres postal card with 
private advertising overprint 

France, 1898, perfin D A of “Decauville Ainé” 
company, producer of the well-known 
portable railways

Protective coating for 
wood “Carbolineum 

Avenarius” sold also to the 
Congo railways

Belgium, 1932, official 
envelope of the postal giro 

service

The realization of the lines in Africa had to cope also with some
redoubtable insects: termite nests had to be destroyed killing all
the termites and filling all cavities, while wooden sleepers had to
be properly protected to avoid being eaten by white ants.

Railway construction in Africa occurred with prevalent use
of manual labor and little mechanization, laying the
sleepers often directly on the ground. To ease the
transport of materials, the lines could be initially armed
with light field railways, Decauville type (600 mm gauge).



Given the climatic conditions and the presence of wood-eating insects, on African lines steel and/or
stone were used for all bridges and viaducts, but also for load-bearing walls and coverings. The steel
bridges were designed as single span, or with 2 short approaching spans on the sides, for crossings up
to 30-50 m, or more when river streams or height made not possible building pillars in the riverbed.

Jinja Bridge over the Nile, central span of 80 m e total length 140 m, Mombasa – Kampala line (1931)

Air registered letter from Arusha, 5.09.1947, to UK,  total franking 2 sh. 30 p. (second weigh airmail letter rate 
2 sh. +  registration fee 30 p.). Transit postmark on the back.

4.3 Overcoming natural obstacles : turbulent rivers and wild mountains

Victoria Falls bridge over the Zambezi, with central 
span of 156,50 m, and total length of 198 m (1905)

For wider rivers usually multispan structures were
adopted, with pillars made also by steel or by stone.

Bridge over the Sanaga river (Duala – Yaoundé 
line), North section, length 235 m in 4 spans (1912)

Jebba bridges on the streams of the Niger 
river, Lagos – Kano line, 465 m (7 spans, 

1916) and 200 m (4 spans, 1910) 

Bridge over the Zambesi, Port Herald – Beira 
line, East from Sena, 3677 m in 33 spans (1935)

Advertising proof Waterlow & Sons

One of the 7 spans of the Blue Nile bridge in Khartoum (opened in 1909), its total length is 650 m

Bridge over the Aktouche river, Djibouti – Addis Ababa 
line (1914), 3 spans (lateral ones 42 m, central  57 m)Inland letter rate up to 20 gr. (1,5 guerches)

From Khartoum, 20.09.1950, to England, franked 6 piastres (10-20 gr air letter rate)

Bridge over the Great Kei river, Amabele – Umtata line,   9 spans 
of 40 m (1949), reutilisation of the structure that crossed from 
1890 to 1949 the Vaal river on the Kimberley – Bulawayo  line

Bridge over the Van Stadens river, total 
length 197 m, 6 spans (1905)

Multispan bridges are composed of trusses in
order to better bear the tensions of the
structure.



Waterlow & Sons Ltd – progressive proofs 

E



1940. Overprinted in red  “AFRIQUE FRANÇAISE  / LIBRE” –
double overprint variety

1940. Red overprint “AFRIQUE FRANÇAISE  / 
LIBRE” normal and inverted, bloc of four

1940. Overprint  “LIBRE”  on 
stamps already overprinted

As above with overprint 
with variety small “L”

1936. Overprint 
“AFRIQUE 

EQUATORIALE 
FRANÇAISE

(higher values)

Middle Congo, 1933. Artist’s die proof without face value. Handwritten indication of the values to be issued

Middle Congo, 
1933. Artist’s die 
proof of the 20 c. 
stamp, without 
face value. 
Signature of the 
engraver Emile 
Feltesse

Middle Congo, 1933. Letter to USA with the first  values of the sets 
except 25 c. + other stamp of 20 c. on reverse. Total franking of 1,47 
Francs, slightly under-franked with respect to the up to 20 gr. foreign 
letter rate (1,50 Francs)

The evolution of the materials allowed then to adopt the reinforced concrete, as in the case of the Mindouli viaduct at km 244 of the
Pointe Noire – Brazzaville line in the French Congo, with 5 spans ...

… as well as of the 6-spans Mayombe viaduct, on the same line, in the section
with the most difficult topography (Louborno - Milinga) where 19 viaducts and 3
tunnels had to be built in just 91 km.

French West Africa, 1937. Proof in unadopted 
colour, without face value

French West Africa, 1937. Proof in unadopted 
colour, without face value

French West Africa, 1937. Die proof of background 
in dark vermilion (unadopted colour)

4.3 Overcoming natural obstacles : turbulent rivers and wild mountains



 









1941. Double 
overprint in black 

“Afrique Française / 
Libre”





4.3 Overcoming natural obstacles : turbulent rivers and wild mountains

Belgian Congo, 1912 - 10 cent. postal card 

Belgian Congo, 1912 - 10 cent. postal card (travelled from Matadi, 5.07.1916,  to Legerplats,  arrival postmark)

Imperforated – Type II (locomotive's 
steam partially grey)  

Type I (locomotive's steam fully white)  
ULTRAMAR hand-stamped overprint 

(UPU specimen for distribution to the 
post offices of  Portuguese colonies)

Local letter from Bandundu, 3.12.1923  (franked 1,10 Fr. = fourth weigh rate 25 c. x 4 = 1,00 Fr.. + 0,10 c. overfranking) 

Some of the bridges
built on African railways
allowed the creation of
itinerary avoiding or
crossing points of the
continent that were
otherwise impassable,
such as the rapids of the
river Congo. They were
circumvented by a
tortuous route crossing
some Congo tributaries,
the most important of
which was the M'Pozo.

The M'Pozo river was crossed by a steel bridge with a span of 60 m; work on this part
of the line were particularly difficult, with an heavy balance in terms of lost lives.

Another difficult part of the territory to be crossed was the inland of the port city of Beira, traversed by the Pungué river and submerged by
water during the rainy season, creating an unhealthy land full of mosquitoes and the related sicknesses. Bridges have to be built on the line
between Beira and Umtali, at the border with Rhodesia, to pass over waterways as well as areas under water for some part of the year.

The waters of  the Pungué 
river near Beira







Even engineers of great fame worked for the design of
the crossing structures, such as in the case of the steel
trestle viaduct of Hol-Hol, on Djibouti - Addis Ababa,
work of the Eiffel company.

The wood - for the reasons already stated - was used
mainly for temporary works.

Belgian Congo, 1912 – 5 cent. postal card Wood bridge on Lukula river, Boma – Tshela line

Registered letter from Djibouti to Brno, 4.01.1935, franked  10,50 Fr. (eight weighs letter 7,80 Fr.  + registration fee 2 
Fr. and over franking 0,70 Fr.). Port Taufiq and Prague transit postmark in the back.

Tunnel of 213 m between 
Nelspruit and Komatipoort 

on the line Pretoria –
Mozambique

Mountainous areas,
however, exist in
several regions of
Africa, so that tunnels
were needed when
no alternative routes
were available.

Hol-Hol steel trestle viaduct (138 m), 
Djibouti – Addis  Ababa line

Madagascar, 1941, 
imperforated 

without  face value

South African Republic Africa 
(Transvaal), 1895, corner bloc of 
four, upper left variety “PENNV” 
instead of Penny Mauritania, 1965, color trials Choum tunnel (2000 m), on the line Zouerate – port of Nouadhibou

4.3 Overcoming natural obstacles : turbulent rivers and wild mountains



An unusual case is
the tunnel Choum in
Mauritania, achieved
in 1962 but later
abandoned in favor
of a line in the open
for safety reasons
(risk of attacks of the
Liberation Front of
Western Sahara).

To avoid costly and demanding works, the route was normally designed to circumvent the
major elevations, so that the construction of tunnels was quite rare.



4.4 Diseases, bad weather and wild animals

During most of the year, the
weather was a major
obstacle too.

Heavy rains, for instance,
made the ground swampy
and therefore not strong
enough for the building, so
causing subsidence
especially of the embank-
ment sections.

Other dangers came from animals. Elephants
and giraffes often damaged the telegraph
poles along the lines while the
anthropophagous lions of the Tsavo river area
in Kenya, brought at a standstill the works of
the Uganda Railway,.

But the insects were a serious threat as well. In addition to the already mentioned white ants,
an important risk element was represented by the mosquitoes carrying important diseases
such as malaria and yellow fever, …

“INOCULATION PREVENTS CHOLERA AND PLAGUE”, diseases spread not 
only in Africa but also in other tropical areas such as India

Guinea, 1962, 
horizontally 

imperforated pair 

Portugal, 1914, free 
frank postcard for 

the communication 
of infectious 
pathologies 

including smallpox, 
tuberculosis, plague, 

cholera and yellow 
fever

Letter to South Africa franked for 20 cent., up to 1 oz. letter rate to the British Empire

In addition to the complexity of the morphology of the territory, building railways in Africa
was also a challenge to nature. Tropical diseases such as malaria, cholera, yellow fever and
sleeping sickness, were a severe threat to white workers and technicians, also due to the lack
of properly equipped medical services. During the construction of the railway Mombasa -
Uganda even cases of bubonic plague were recorded.

… while locust infestations
were dangerous for the
operations, because ended
up crushed on the tracks
making them slippery.



4.5 The manpower: forced labour and emigration

The construction of railways in the colonies was carried out with intensive use of manpower, given the practical difficulties and
costs of using mechanical means. Contemporary sources diverge on the labor attitude of local populations. Those underlining
their indolence seem to forget that they were in fact obliged to work, even if normally were paid. In sparsely populated areas,
such mandatory jobs drastically reduced the number of farmers and hunters so endangering the food supply.

In addition to construction, the work required many porters. Since the
local manpower often was either insufficient or refractory, migratory
flows were encouraged, especially of Chinese and Indians.

Camp of Chinese workers
employed in the construction of
the Congo – Ocean line

Thakkar Bapa, honored for its charitable activities, as a
young man was one of the Indians who worked on the
construction of the Uganda Railway, as a civil engineer

Air letter to Morocco, 5.04.1950, 
franked for 10 Fr. (20 -50 gr. letter 

within the French area, from 1.01.1949 
no airmail supplement was applied)

Imperforated strip

Europeans were predo-
minantly employed as
engineers or foremen.
Exhausted by harsh
environmental condi-
tions, they were often
affected by the dreadful
tropical diseases, which
forced them to return to
Europe.

Letter from Pistoia (Italy) to
Djibouti, 22.06.1901, up to 20
gr. foreign letter rate (25 cent.)

Sent by his brother to Guidp
Bartolozzi, working on the
laying of rail tracks in Ethiopia.
The correspondence between
the two explains the need to
return to Italy because of the
diseases he contracted
(typhoid and rabies)

The often forced "withdrawal" from the areas of origin, the grueling journeys to reach the construction sites, the exhausting shifts, and the insecure
sanitary and food conditions caused allegations of ill-treatment and return to slavery, especially during the realization of some lines such as the
Congo - Ocean, on which even intellectuals such as André Gide and Albert Londres intervened with heavy criticisms.

Air registered letter to Austria,
5.05.1948, franked for 46 Fr. (under-
franked by 3 Fr. since <20 gr. letter 18 Fr.
+ registr. 25 fr. + air supplem. 6 fr.)



4.6 Opposition from indigenous populations

Dakar and Rufisque stations, on the first section of the Dakar – St.Louis (opened in 1883) Casablanca and its port

The construction of railways in Africa was not without its
opposition. The rebellion led by Lat Dior, ruler of Cayor in
Senegal, for isnatnce, arose from the fear that one of the first
lines built, the Dakar - Saint-Louis, would diminish his authority
and accelerate the colonial invasion.

Free frank letter from the staff of General d’Amade, 17.02.1916

Postcard (illustrating the railway line destroyed by Moroccans) sent by a soldier of the French troops in 
Casablanca, 6.11.1907, to Parc de St.Maur (France), field post office marking

The resistance to penetration to the country’s inland was
also strong in Libya occupied by the Italians in 1911-1912,
resulting in delays in the marking and construction of the
rail networks originating from Tripoli and Benghazi. The
sections already built were damaged by the guerrillas and
made unusable, postponing their completion until the end
of the '20s.

Free frank  postcard from 
Tripolitania, 1.02.1913, with free 
franking mark of the 9th car-
drivers company of the Railway 
Engineers 

Road vehicle convoys of Railway 
Engineers took care of marking 
railway routes and transporting 
materials to the construction sites

Incidents with natives happened also
during the construction of the Uganda
Railway. In 1895, following the violence on
two girls of their tribe, the Masai
massacred in the Kedong valley hundreds
of porters working for the railway.

In the following years the work was
disrupted by sabotage of the Nandi tribe.
This required the protection of the 3rd
Battalion of the King's African Rifles until
1905 when the assassination of the head
Koilatel brought the revolt to an end.

From Nairobi to Reading, 1.12.1929, <1 oz. letter 
within the Empire, sent by a member of the 3rd 

battalion of the King’s African Rifles 

Another rebellion linked to the constructionof a railway was the one of Casablanca in 1907, when the narrow gauge railway built to
facilitate the port works was seen as a threat to sacred sites for Muslims, and it was asked unsuccessfully its dismantling. On July 30, a
work train was attacked and nine European countries killed. The bloody event led to the intervention of the French army, which, led by
General d'Amade, repressed the revolt. This gave rise to the French occupation of Morocco.



In addition to the protection of the construction sites, the soldiers were also
used directly for the building of railway lines. Departments of military
engineers were employed, for instance, by the French in Dahomey, as well
as in German Southwest Africafor the realization of the first lines.

While Europeans troops were poorly adapted to the more onerous work
because of heavy weather conditions, higher performance resulted instead
from indigenous military engineers.

Military free frank letter card – France, first world war (travelled in 1917)

Corner bloc of four with date of 
printing (« Coin daté »)

Free frank postcard sent by the first railway company of engineers of the German troops in South 
West Africa from Lüderitz, 5.11,1905 (at the time the troops had started since few weeks the 

construction of the Southern line Lüderitzbucht - Aus)

Free frank letter from the French military mission for the 
construction of railways in Dahomey (now Benin), 19.05.1903, 
transit markings of Cotonou and of maritime line Loango to 
Marseille, rubber cachet of the mission and arrival postmark on 
the back.

The Mission was in charge, on behalf of the administration of the 
colony, of the construction of the Cotonou - Parakou line (begun 
in 1901, had been completed at the time for the first 65 km until 
Attogon).

The use of the armed forces was
also common in the case of
railways to be built in areas of
recent occupation, as in the case
of Morocco occupied by the
French, as well as Italian Libya,
where the lines also had a strong
value to control the territory.

Free frank postcard from army's railway 
detachment operating the Decauville line, from 

Benghazi, 28.12.1913

Railway units of Italian army were often involved 
in building and operating also Decauville line to 

provide more capillarity to the transport system

4.6 Opposition from indigenous populations



Free frank registered letter from the 
director of the military railway in Morocco, 
28.04.1914



5. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NETWORKS

5.1 The expansion of the Egyptian and Sudanese network

Thanks to the improved financial
framework, since 1889 under the direction
of the locomotive supervisor Frederick
Harvey Trevithick, grandson of Richard,
the renewal of the rolling stock was
undertaken (it was quite heterogeneous
and partially not adapted to the local
operating conditions) by purchasing new
traction engines.

The first of the major networks in Africa, the Egyptian
one, began to develop intensively only after the
financial restructuring of the state created by the
English "Protectorate" which was set up following the
revolt of 1881-82, under the guidance of the British
Consul General Sir Evelyn Baring (Lord Cromer), of
the famous bankers’ family.

Among the first works there were 2 lines in the Cairo
area, between the new terminus of Pont Limun and
the urban expansion areas of Helwan and el-Marg.

Postal stationery envelop to Alexandria, posted on the travelling post office on the El-Marg – Cairo line, 
21.04.1899. Cairo transit (21.04) and Alessandria arrival (22.04) postmarks on reverse.

Registered envelope (postal stationery) from London, 8.03.1923, to Fribourg, with additional stamps with perfin BB and 
forwarding mark of the Baring Brothers

At the end of the XIX century many
sections were finalized in Lower Egypt,
including the extension of the line
Zagazig - Mit Qurashi to Santa (1891)
crossing the Nile at Mit Ghamr. This
allowed the direct link between the
Suez Canal and Alexandria.

Postcard to  Louvain (16.05.1906) to Ramleh Bulkeley 
near Alexandria, disembarked at Porto Said and from 
there routed via the direct TPO to Alexandria(23.05). 

Letter posted on the TPO Mit Ghamr - Zagazig & 
viceversa (6.07.1923), to Minet el Gamh (arrival 

postmark on the same date); transit postmarks of 
the TPOs Saghrat – Mansura and Minet el Gamh –

Saghrat & vv., all in the same date

Cairo - Pont 
Limun  station



In the same period the Upper Egypt line along the Nile was
completed, by means of the realisation of the sections Assyut –
Qena, at normal gauge, e Qena – Assuan. This allowed in 1898 the
reduction at 16h only of the journey Cairo – Assuan.

The trains operating on this axis were equipped with travelling post
offices, with change of work shift in Assyut in order to avoid too
long periods of service.

Letter to Rome posted on the travelling post office Assyut  - Cairo 
(Northern section of the Upper Egypt line) on 27.12.1907. On reverse 

postmarks of Cairo in transit (27.12) and of Rome(31.12) in arrival

Letter from 
Luqsor 

(5.02.1908) to 
Newark (USA), 

with transit 
postmark of the 

travelling post 
office Luqsor -
Assyut  (same 

date)

Italy-Ethiopia war, 1940, 
free frank postal card for 
the Italian army

Map of the Red Sea 
region with the Suez 
canal, highlighted in red 
rail networks, including 
the one along the valley 
of the Nile

Travelling post office Kafr el Dawar - Abu el Matamir  (7.09.1917), line of the narrow gauge 
network of the zone of Damanhur, on the back of letter from Kawn el Hanah to  Heliopolis 

The rural areas of Lower Egypt were reached
by narrow-gauge lines, gathered in 3 networks
in the areas of Mansura and
Damanhur/Tanta, conceded to private
companies since 1895-96, then consolidated in
the Egyptian Delta Light Railways, as well as in
the zone of the Fayum oasis, built from 1898
by the Fayoum Light Railways Company .

Travelling post office El-Fayum – Qalam(s)ha 
(18.08.1943), line of the narrow gauge network of 
the zone of  El Fayum oasis, on registered letter to 

Side Gaber (arrival postmark on the back) –
registered letters from Egyptian TPOs are very rare

5.1 The expansion of the Egyptian and Sudanese network

The transport of agricultural products in the
areas along the Nile was one of the main
reasons of the development of such networks.

Egypt, 1900 - 5 mills private overprinted postal card  







In the first decade of the 1900's limited expansions and improvements of the network
were accomplished, including the upgrade at standard gauge of the line Ismailia - Port
Said (1902), which allowed direct services between Cairo and Port Said via Ismailia.

Postcard from Suez 
(handwritten date 
27.05.1905 on 
reverse) to England, 
posted on the 
travelling post office 
Suez – Ismailia 
(28.05), e in the latter 
location transferred 
on the same day to 
the travelling post 
office Port Said –
Cairo in transit there

Free frank letter from the Mechanical Department of the Egyptian State Railways, Cairo, 17.10.1927

Since the '20s new series of steam locomotives supplied mainly German and British manufacturers were put into service. The
renewal of traction means continued in the following decade, with the introduction of the first diesel railcars.

Steam locomotive of the set built  in 
1928-31 by Armstrong, North British 

e Borsig

In foreground: 
diesel  railcar Ganz 
(1936)

The '30s were a time of prosperity, with the railways still dominant mode, even if the competition with buses and trucks already started. Tourist traffic
recorded a significant increase, thanks in particular to the express trains - with sleeping and restaurant coaches – operated by the Compagnie
Internationale des Wagons-Lits between Cairo and the towns of Upper Egypt as Aswan and Luxor, that have been equipped with luxury hotels for
international customers, operated until 1905 by the CIWL itself.

5.1 The expansion of the Egyptian and Sudanese network

France, 1955 – SECAP “N” postage meter  



5.1 The expansion of the Egyptian and Sudanese network

In 1933 the importance of the Egyptian railway development was witnessed by the organization of the 12th
International Railway Congress , with over 700 delegates, on the occasion of 80 years of the Egyptian railways.

Air registered letter from Cairo to Cheltenham (UK), with the Congress of Railways stamp set canceled with the special postmark on
19.01.1933 and bearing also the boxed registration mark, both in use at the Congress post office (located in the Palace Hotel in Heliopolis)

Letter from Cairo 
(29.06.1911) to 

Lucerne, sent by 
the Egyptian 

Railways & 
Telegraphs 

Administration; 
franked 1 piaster 

with service stamp

The network at
normal track gauge
was instead managed
by the Egyptian State
Railways, that were
also in charge of the
telegraph lines.

In Sudan after the
completion of the Blue Nile
Bridge in Khartoum the
network of Sudan Railways
was expanded southwest-
bound with a line to
Sennar, Kosti and El-Obeid
(689 km, completed in
1911).

Letter to Chester (UK) sent via the travelling post office Khartoum – El-Obeid n.2 (6.09.1932), (steamer 
TPO Shellal – Halfa n.1 postmark on the back) – TPO services on this line started soon after the opening 

the line, no later than 1913 (the postmark type on the cover was used since 1915)

The other key extension of the network was the line connecting Khartoum with Sennar (via Makwar), Gedaref, Kassala
and Haiya (completed in 1929). The latter station being on the Khartoum - Port Sudan line, this created a railway loop
serving a large area with substantial agricultural cultivations. The Sennar dam completed in 1925 for irrigation purposes
was part of the section Sennar – Gedaref of the new railway .

Sennar dam: a railway line 
was laid along the top

Registered letter to Sheffield 
(UK) sent via the travelling 
post office Khartoum – Sennar 
(27.01.1933) and registration 
label of the Khartoum –
Makwar TPO (this service was 
operated until 1930, than 
superseded by the longer 
Khartoum – Sennar TPO once 
the line was extended); 
steamer TPO Shellal – Halfa 
n.2 registration postmark on 
the back - Registration label of 
the Khartoum – Makwar TPO 
not recorded in the literature





5.2 The imperial line Casablanca – Algiers – Tunis and the Maghreb networks

Viaduct over the Oued Chiffa, Alger – Orano line

Orano station in neo-Moorish 
style, architect Ballu (1914)

Algiers station, end of XIX century 

Italy-Ethiopia war, 1940, free frank 
postal card for the Italian army

Map of the Mediterranean, highlighted in red the rail networks including the 
Maghreb one with the Casablanca - Algiers - Tunis axis and its branch lines

In Algeria, the Algiers - Oran line was gradually enhanced
(also building new stations at the terminals), and the
Algiers to Constantine line via Boujra (1879 - 1886) and
the extension from Oran to the Moroccan border (1877 -
1916) were realized.

The completion and interconnection of Maghreb networks, so as to achieve the so-called "imperial line" between Casablanca and Tunis, was quite a long process.

Front of a letter collected by the train mail-guard on the line Constantine - Bordj-Bouira, eastern part of 
the Alger – Constantine line, 24/07/1896 (rate for 15-30 gr. letter within the French Empire )

In the French Morocco international agreements did not allow to build standard gauge railway for a
long time. The army engineers then realized a military network at 600 mm track gauge (the line
Casablanca - Fez - Oujda/Algerian border was completed in 1921). The entire Casablanca - Oujda
route was later (1925-1934)rebuilt at standard gauge.

Letter posted via the travelling post office Casablanca  - Oujda, 
18.07.1937, to Tours (French Empire inland letter rate was increased 
few days before from 50 c. to 65 c., but the old rate was tolerated)

Postcard to Beja (8.11.1902) 
to Bône (Algeria) 

postmarked in transit by the 
mailguards on the train 

Tunis à Ghardiamou (date 
unreadable) et Ghardimaou 

à Bone (9.11.1902)

Artist proofs, without and with face value



Free frank letter sent by a soldier of the Engineers 
Bataillon – “Sapeurs de chemins de fer”  unit (railway 
engineers), with handwritten marking attesting the right 
to military free franking “FM”, fron Rabat, 15.09.1916

Tunisia, 1921 – Stamp booklet with 20 stamps x 20 c. and 20 x 0,05 c. (interior advertisement)

In Tunisia, the line from Tunis to Ghardimaou was
connected with Bone and Constantine in Algeria ,
allowing cross-border services. Such system was
managed by the Bone – Guelma railway company,
while narrow gauge lines operated in the South
under the Sfax Gafsa undertaking.



E



5.3 South Africa: the Union born to unify the railways

In 1886 the discovery of gold in the Johannesburg area in
Transvaal gave a strong impetus to the development of the
railway network in South Africa. After initial hesitation,
President Kruger authorized the connection between the
network of the Transvaal and the Orange one, completed in
May 1892.

Special postmark for the 100th of 
the line between Johannesburg 
(Park Station) and the frontier 
with the Orange State½ penny postal card -Transvaal, 1898 

The new flows to and from the
Johannesburg area were targeted
by the other ports in the area,
such as Port Elizabeth and East
London in the Eastern Cape
Colony. They were then connected
respectively in 1884 and 1892
with the south-north railway axis
between Cape Town and
Johannesburg.

The Transvaal, moreover, did
not have an outlet to the sea
allowing direct export of the
mineral and flowing of the
supplies. In 1896 was achieved
the connecting line to the
port of Durban, in the Natal
colony, via Pietermaritzburg -
Colenso - Ladysmith.

Arrival postmark of the 
post office at the 
railway station  of 
Lowlands, 12.03.1923, 
on the 
Pietermariztburg -
Colenso section of the 
line between Durban 
and the Transvaal

By the way, building
the links between
the Transvaal and
the sea was not
straightforward, due
to the initial perple-
xity of the President
Kruger as well.

Cape of Good Hope, 
1899 – 1 p. postal card 
with “ULTRAMAR” 
overprint (indicating it 
was sent as specimen 
under UPU rules to the 
post office of a 
Portuguese colony)





Brandfort, 8.02.1949 (postmark and registration label, on 
letter to East London)

The town of Brandfort was named after Johannes Brand, 
president of the Free State between 1864 and 1888.

Indeed, Kruger wanted to avoid the
obligatory passage via the railways of
the British colonies of the Cape and
Natal.

So, in 1887 he promoted the
establishment of a Transvaal railway
company (ZASM) to join Johannesburg
with the Mozambican coast, but delays
forced him to accept the connection to
the south (1892).

Another constraint was the conservatism of
the Boers of the Orange State, which was
responsible for the realization of the central
part of these lines. This was then overcome
thanks to the foresight of President Brand.½ penny postcard for announcing the arrival of goods, of Transvaal railways 

ZASM, sent from Germiston to city, 28.07.1896 

Natal Government Railways, letter from 
Schroeders to Wartburg, 29.05.1908, 

letterhead OHMS (On Her Majesty’s 
Service) and franking with railway 

business stamp perforated “NGR” to be 
used on official mail

Perfin of the Natal Government 
Railways (NGR)

Cape Colony Railway, parcel stamp of ½ penny, 
postmark of De Aar (8.0.3.1899), key railway 
node on the Cape – Orange – Transvaal line

The axis between Natal and Transvaal in 1893 was the location
of the famous episode of Gandhi. Then a young lawyer, he
was thrown out of the 1st class compartment as non-white,
despite having a valid ticket. The direct experience of racism
was the initial spark of his fight against discrimination and
intolerance.

Paper fold during the 
printing phase

The rail link between the Transvaal and the port of Lourenço Marques was completed only in 1895. Environmental and construction
difficulties were enormous, and some important works had to be carried out, including the 213 m tunnel on the Neslpruit - Waterval Boven
section. The operation was not surprisingly assigned to the railway company of the Transvaal (ZASM).

Transvaal, 1895, missing vertical perforation

Postcard  from Pretoria (30.11.1903) to Lourenço Marques, travelled on the railway line as shown by being taken 
in charge by the travelling post office operating from the border to Lourenço Marques, 01.12.1903. 

Transvaal, parcel stamp of 
ZASM railways 

5.3 South Africa: the Union born to unify the railways









Lack of tariff and operational integration between the
various territories were among the reasons that led to the
unification of South Africa. The railways of Cape (CGR),
Natal (NGR) and former Boer republics (CSAR) were
merged creating the South African Railways.

The development of tourist services by SAR took also
advantage of some panoramic routes, such as the
railway along the coast of the Victoria Bay.

Following the overall promotion and development of
tourism in the country, SAR developed a strong effort
to attract tourists, opening a special office for this
purpose and improving the service to customers for
ticket sales and reservations.

Steam locomotive class 16 E (1935) for the 
Union Limited and  Union Express trains

Letter from Alywal North, 19.05.1926, to East London, posted via the mail transport service by rail as evidenced by the 
station date marking of the South African Railways, as well as the label for the indication of train nr. and date

The new company focused on the development of long-distance express services, the most notable of which
was the Blue Train linking Cape Town and Johannesburg (initially called Union Limited and Union Express).

South Africa, 1934 – ½ penny  postal card

Durban, 
Reservation 

Office 
(6.03.1937) –
marking used 

for the railway 
letter service 

(carriage of 
mail managed 
directly by the 

railway 
company)

5.3 South Africa: the Union born to unify the railways

Cape of Good 
Hope, 1877 – 1 
penny  Cape 
Railway  parcel 
stamp

Orange & Transvaal, 1902 – 1 
shilling Central South African 

Railways parcel stamp 
Natal, 1900 – 6 pence dark blue Natal 

Government Railways parcel stamp

South Africa, 
1912 – ½ 

penny  SAR 
newspaper 
stamps on 

green paper

Central South African Railways, letter from Johannesburg 
(5.03.1906) to Heidelburg, letterhead On His Majesty’s 
Service, and free franking oval cachet “CENTRAL SOUTH AFRICAN

RAILWAYS / TRANSVAAL / 8 / OFFICIAL” – very uncommon use of 
the free franking cachet in the period after 1904, during 
which perforated / overprinted official stamps had to be 
used on official mail



South Africa, 1940 – Universal “Midget” postage meter  



The availability of an integrated rail network was exploited for propaganda initiative
through special trains.

In 1924, for instance, delegates from the parliaments of UK, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand toured South Africa in a special train from September 2 to October 31. Previously,
in 1905, the 75th annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science
was held in the region also with special trains transporting the members between the
different locations.

Free frank letter to Laingspurg from the “War Train”, 
5.04.1941, with the postmark – with English text – of 
the travelling post office operating on the train, and 
the free frank marking of the army’s Railway and 
Harbours Brigade

Free frank letter to Johannesburg from the 
“War Train”, 24.03.1941, with the postmark –

with Afrikaans text – of the travelling post 
office operating on the train

Registered letter from the special train to the Imperial 
Press Conference, 14.03.1935, with date and registration 
markings post office traveling on the train

Similar services were operated also
in the following years, such as those
for the delegates of the Imperial
Press Conference, in 1935, and the
War Train in 1941 promoting the
recruitment in the army and the
collection of subscriptions in support
of the war effort.

Letter to Capetown from the “Parliamentary Tour”, 7.10.1924, with the special rubber postmark – with 
English and Afrikans text – of the travelling post office operating on the train

Registered letter to 
Bedford (UK) from 

the special post 
office for the 

meeting of the 
British Association 

for the Advancement 
of Science in the 

Orange River Colony 
(2.09.1905), 

additional franking 
added in 

Johannesburg 
(transit postmark of 

Johannesburg and 
London, and arrival 

postmark of Bedford 
on the back) – it is 

not ascertained 
whether the post 

office were 
operating on the 
train or on fixed 

locations

5.3 South Africa: the Union born to unify the railways









5.4 Connecting the Southern African countries

The development of the South African network and its extension northbound
(that will be illustrated in chapter 6.1) do represent only the core of a larger
system involving all the Southern part of the continent. One of the territories
involved in such expansion was the Portuguese colony of Angola, whose
territory was crossed from West to East by 3 lines connecting Atlantic ports
with the interior.

Blue colour shift

Map of Angola (railway lines in black)

Two of such lines were isolated sections: the Luanda railway between Luanda port and
Malanje (track gauge 1067 mm, opened between 1889 and 1909), and the Moçâmedes
railway between that port with Menongue (track gauge 600 mm, opened in 1905).

From Dala-Tando  
(handwritten date 
10.03.1914) station at km 214 
of the Luanda railway, to 
Spain, with transit postmark 
of the Luanda railway 
travelling post office – IV 
brigade (14.03), "cote-vue" 
franking cancelled in Luanda 
(14.03) and arrival postmark 
of Ayamonte (9.04)

Air letter from Lobito  to Regensburg (Germany),                                                                     
franked 4,50 escudos (2,50 r. foreign letter fee + 2,00 r. air surcharge)

Being built at the same track gauge of the lines of neighboring countries (1067 mm), the
line was connected to the Belgian Congo network in 1930 in order to create a new
export possibility for the copper extracted in the mines of that colony. This created a
continuous link also with the Rhodesia and South African lines.

Belgian 
Congo, 
1922 –

15 cent. 
postal 

card

Registered letter to Auxerre (France), posted on the Benguela railway travelling post office (6.06.1931), with both 
“bridge” datestamp and the (rare) red registration label of the TPO 

The third Angolan line – the Benguela
railway from the port of Lobito to the
interior (first section opened in 1902)– was
much more relevant for the regional
connections.

Angola, 2004 – Vertical 
imperforated pair 



5.4 Connecting the Southern African countries

The southern regions of Belgian Congo, and the mines of
the Union Minière located there, were served by the lines
managed by the Bas Congo au Katanga (BCK) railway.

Such lines - opened between 1909 and 1931 - connected
the border with Angola and Rhodesia northbound to
Bukama on the Congo river, crossing the mining area and
main cities of the area such as Elisabethvile (now
Lubumbashi). Track gauge was the same as Benguela and
Rhodesian railway (1067 mm), allowing through traffic.

Belgian 
Congo, 
1922 –
15 cent. 
postal 
card

Belgian Congo, 1927 – 15 cent. postal card
Belgian Congo, 1927 – parcel card of the BCK railway with a total franking of 177 Kutas with BCK overprinted 
parcel stamps of the 3rd and 4th series issued by the company cancelled by Lubumbashi station datestamp

Traction on BCK network was ensured by steam locomotives until 1950's. A branch line (1123 km) was built from Kamina, on the north-south axis, to Port Francqui on the Kasai river, a tributary of the lower Congo, so creating a third export route for the
mining products of Katanga, avoiding the long loop from Bukama. One of the main stations of such line was Luluabourg (today Kananga).

Progressive proofs BCK steam locomotive  601 in 
front of Luluabourg stations

Belgium, 1892 – perfin "S.G."  of 
the Société Générale

Financing of both railway
and mining companies of
Katanga was granted by the
Belgian Société Générale,
the largest private financial
company of the country.







5.4 Connecting the Southern African countriesThe Belgian Congo network
was connected in Sakania with
the Rhodesia railways, i.e. the
central part of the Cape-to-
Cairo route, an axis interested
by long-distance passenger
trains with cozy coaches.

Even the Royal Family used special trains to visit the Southern
African colonies on several occasions.

Free frank letter from the royal train of Prince George, Duke of Kent, 8.03.1934, to Cape Town, with the special postmark of the post office travelling on "pilot train" 
preceding the royal one, and free frank marking – signed by SA Airways pilot since official mail from the train was to receive the most expeditious handling

Misplaced perforation

Rhodesia and South
Africa were connected
with Indian Ocean via
the lines crossing the
forest of the
Portuguese colony of
Mozambique (built at
the same track gauge:
1067 mm).

Mozambique Company,  1918, Waterlow & Sons Ltd. advertising proof 

The Mozambican ports of Lourenço Marques and Beira (since 1931
managed by the same organization of the railways) were chosen as east
termini of the lines from Pretoria, Salisbury and Nyasaland (now Malawi).

Nyasaland was linked to
Beira with the Dona Ana
bridge on the Zambezi,
opened in 1934.

Free frank letter from Johannesburg to Lourenço Marques, 28.08.??, with free 
franking marking of the Mozambique Harbours and Railways managing authority

Mozambique 
Company,  

1935-7, 
Waterlow & 
Sons Ltd. -

perforated & 
unperforated 
advertising 

proof 





 

Essays with Africa’s background color different 
from the adopted one (and smaller wind rose) Letter from the royal train of Prince George, Duke of Kent, 2.03.1934, to Cape 

Town, with the rare oval dated marking of the train







5.5 Beginning of the competition with road and air transport

Since the 20s of the XX century the
railway, which until then had as only
competitors porters and oxcarts, faced
an increasing competition of motorized
road transport.

The latter took advantage of the
availability of a growing network of
good quality roads, even if mostly
unpaved.

The development of the
African road network
allowed an increasing
use of road transport,
with the first journeys by
private cars.

From Mogadischu to Maranello (Italy), 23.09.30,    
transported by the Mogadischu – Bender Cassim coach as 
indicated by the round mark (service started in 1929 allowing 
the connection with steamers crossing the Aden Gulf)

Airgraph from British 
soldier in Nigeria, 
Christmas1944

Native people transport 
evolution from porters to 
driver of cars

Thanks to the availability of unpaved but relatively well-maintained roads, goods started
to be transported also by truck, especially in the area not reached by the railways.

For passenger transport, the axes with relatively lower
traffic, i.e. not justifying the building of a railways,
started to by served by road public transport services.

From Tetuan (Spanish Morocco) to Spoleto (Italy), 
5.08.33,  postcard posted on the mailbox on the 

local buses as indicated by the linear marking





The increasing diffusions of road vehicles triggered the development in the largest
African territories of local industries for supplying key automotive parts such as tyres.

South Africa, 1948 – KGVI 3 shillings’ stamp booklet with internal advertising



5.5 Beginning of the competition with road and air transport

From the '20s air
services were
gradually established,
not only for long
connections with
Europe, but also over
medium distances, to
speed up the
transport of mail.
This was soon
expanded to the
movement of people
and low-size goods.

Mozambique Company, 1935 – 2 
escudos, Waterlow & Sons 
imperforated proof, bloc of 15 
stamps with security holes and 
marginal notes

17.04.1930, air registered letter from Djibouti to Addis Ababa (route served by a railway line accomplished in 1917), franked
2.50 fr (1,50 fr. letter rate + 1,00 fr. for registration )

Railway companies, at that time the
main transport operators, showed
direct interest in aviation, e.g. South
African Railways took control of the
South African Airways in 1934 after
the previous private airline became
State-owned. Elsewhere autonomous
carriers were founded, such as
Central African Airways (CAA) in
1946 for Rhodesias and Nyasaland.

South Africa, 1958 –
Meter stamp of South 
African Railways 
advertising the South 
African Airways  services, 
Universal multi-value 
machine nr. 606

Rhodesia & 
Nyasa-

land, 1955 
– 5 shillings 

stamp 
booklet 

with C.A.A. 
advertising 

panels

Airplanes often had to flow
over unchartered territories
without many reference points.

However, the development of air
transport required significant
capacity so proper airports were
built, mainly from 1940 onwards.

Mavalane airport near Lourenço Marques, Mozambique, opened in 1940

Rhodesia & 
Nyasa-

land, 1955 
– 5 shilling 

stamp 
booklet 

with C.A.A. 
advertising 

panels

Essays without face value




Landing surfaces were initially
created in the middle of the jungle
or grassland.





5.5 More traffic threats the
transport safety

Rail transport conditions in Africa were not particularly safe. For
instance, due to low constructions standards adopted, with
sleepers often laid directly on the ground, train derailments
were quite frequent despite the low speed of operation.

Section of line with sleepers 
laid on the ground and very 
limited ballasting  

A derailed 
train on 

the 
Katanga 
railway 

with 
workers 
trying to 

put it back 
on tracks

Belgian Congo, 1912 –5 cent. postal card

From UK, 30.04.1925 to Uitenhage (South Africa) –
Mail damaged by the fire on the special European 
mail  train while passing at Kruidfontein 
(18.05.1925), 197 bags of mail were destroyed; 
boxed bilingual 2-lines blue linear cachet specifying 
the reason of the damage

Domestic letter from 
Johannesburg, 27.07.1949 to 

Greytown – Mail damaged by the 
fire near Frere on the train 

travelling between Ladysmith and 
Pietermaritzburg (5.08.1949), 

5000 pieces of mail were salvaged; 
back linear cachet specifying that 
the mail was “received damaged” 
since the Post Office regarded the 

accidents as primarily of railway 
concern

From Kindu, 14.04.1925 to Bruxelles – Mail damaged by the fire on 
the train Kabalo – Albertville (today Kalemie) on the line 

connecting the river Congo with the Tanganyika lake operated by 
the “Compagnie des Chemins de Fer du Congo Supérieur aux 

Grands Lacs Africains »; linear 3-lines black cachet explaining the 
damage (only piece known – not recorded by Gwynn-Hoggarth) 

The growth of railway traffic increased the probability of
accidents. Another common reason of such events were the
train fires generated by some inflammable freight (such as
mail and chemicals) and/or the sparks from the locomotives.
Most wagons were still made of wood, increasing both the
probability and the severity of such kind of disasters.

Difficult operating conditions such as the one occurring
during conflict (e.g. the Boer one) were also sources of
railway accidents including train collisions.

From Leipzig, 16.09.1909 to Middelburg (S.Africa) – Mail damaged by fire on express train at Brandfort 
(6.10.), due to explosion of chemicals in a packet; linear blue cachet explaining the damage (<5 recorded)

From British Filed Post 
Office “B” in South 

Africa during the Boer 
War, 17.01.1901 to 
Farnborough (UK) –
Mail damaged in a 

train collision (most 
likely the one occurred 

at Greylingstad on 
18.01) as explained by 

the red handwritten 
text signed AHJ 

probably by a postal 
official (less than 5 

pieces known, 
manuscript different 

from the one recorded 
by Gwynn-Hoggarth) 













6. THE BIG DREAMS NEVER COMPLETELY ACHIEVED

6.1 From Cape to Cairo
The progressive expansion of the British
dominions in the eastern part of Africa,
achieved between the late XIX century and
the first world war, gave rise to the idea of
creating a rail link Cape-to-Cairo between
the southern end of these territories and
the Mediterranean, in order to unify such
territories, ease its control and encourage
settlement and trade.

The main visionary inspiring the project was the South African politician and businessman Cecil Rhodes (1853-1902):
founder of the British South Africa Company, a trading company that acted as de facto colonization entity of Rhodesia,
promoted the extension of the railway from the Cape to the north, following the expansion of territorial control of the
BSAC.

Freek frank postal card for the Italian army, 1943

(in rose the British colonies, a continuous strip in the Eastern part of Africa)

Southern Rhodesia, stamp issued in 1953  – Centenary of birth of Cecil John Rhodes, proof of the central vignette of the 1 sh. stamp, with 
handwritten annotations “292,315 A.D. 7/11/52” and “Lay as marked. Vignette plate correct for 2300060 stamps = 19118 pulls”

From Kimberley connected in 1885 (chap. 2) the line from the Capo to the North reached Mafeking
(1894), Gaberones (in Bechuanaland, now Botswana, 1897) and Bulawayo (in Rhodesia, same year).

From Molepole, 
3.02.1910, to 
Shoshong, inland 
postcard, 
cancelled by the 
post office 
opened in 1897 at 
the Gaberones 
railway station, 
5.02.1910 (first 
type of postmark 
known for this 
office)

Advertising proof Waterlow & Sons

Victoria Falls, 13.09.1905, special postmark for the visit of the 
British Association on the occasion of the inauguration of the 
bridge, on the 1 p. stamp of the set issued for the same event

Stamped-to-order postal card of 1 penny – Rhodesia, 1899 (used 1908) 

To develop the line
northbound, the Zambezi
had to be crossed at
Victoria Falls. As suggested
by Rhodes the bridge
position allowed "the train
to “take the spray of the
falls“. It was then the
world's highest bridge.

Plate proofs of vignette only















1 p. newspaper  
stamp of the railway 
company Beira -
Mashonaland that 
operated the Beira –
Bulawayo until 1927

In 1898 the Beira – Umtali railway was opened to connect the
Mozambican port of Beira to Rhodesia. The building was perilous due
to malaria and heavy rains, and required also the displacement of
the border town of Umtali (now Mutare). Salisbury (now Harare) was
reached in 1898, while the connection Salisbury - Bulawayo with the
Cape-to-Cairo was completed in 1902.

From Old Umtali, 
27.11.1908 to Fareham 

(GB), with transit 
postmark of the new 
Umtali: the postcard 

has then both 
postmarks of the new 
settlement built after 

the opening of the 
railway and of the old 

one (become a mission)

Wrapper of the newspaper "Noticias da Beira - The Beira News" sent from Beira to Umtali, 
21/12/1945 with Mozambican franking completed by 1 p. stamp for the transport of 
newspapers of the Rhodesia Railways company that operated the line after 1927 Postmark of Paulington (29.12.1917), settlement named after George Pauling

People close to Rhodes pushed
the realization of the line: the
contractor G. Pauling whose
tenacity allowed him to
complete the work, and the
banker A. Beit, who as director
of the BSAC assigned the works
once obtained the concession.

The northern extension of the network allowed the British royals to use the train to visit their
possessions in Southern Africa. The Prince of Wales (later King Edward VIII) visited South
Africa, Bechuanaland and Rhodesia in 1925 on a special train (the White Train) set up for the
occasion, then reused in 1934 by the Prince George tour that went as far north as Belgian
Congo, whose network was connected to the Rhodesian one in 1909-1910.

From the royal train, 1.07.1925, to Durban, with the special postmark of the post 
office travelling on a 2nd train accompa-nying the royal one (such office sent on 
average 100 letters and > 500 telegrams per day during the 3-months journey)

Journey of Prince George in Southern Africa, sections Sakania (border Rhodesia / Congo) - Elisabethville and
Elisabethville - De Olo (border Congo / Angola) in the Belgian Congo, semi-official commemorative cancel prepared by
the head of the mail service in the Katanga province without approval of the Postal Ministry (few known envelopes)

6.1 From Cape to Cairo











In the Lower Congo the
Cape-to-Cairo railway
reached in a few years
Elisabethville, connec-
ted in 1910 (and then
served by direct trains
to Cape Town) and then
Thislongo (1914) and
Bukama (1918) on the
Congo River.

Pair of parcel stamps of the Lower Congo
– Katanga railway company (BCK), boxed
postmark of Elisabethville, 6.11.1942

15 c. postal card used to 
Belgium – Belgian Congo, 1922

10 c. postal card – Belgian 
occupation of German 

East Africa, 1918 

Belgian steamer Baron 
Dhanis in service during 

the first world war on 
Lake Tanganyka

North from Bukama no railway line was
built, but transport could exploit the
Congo river to Kabalo, starting point of the
eastbound railway line to Albertville on
Lake Tanganyika, terminus of the
steamers for the east shore (Kigoma). The
latter was then connected to Lake Victoria
by rail.

Between Lake Victoria and the Sudan the
connection was through the Victoria Nile river and
the White Nile. On this river since 1900 postal
service postal steamers until the town of Kosti.

Travelling post office on the 
White Nile steamer, 
registered letter to Lushoto in 
Tanganyka, 20.09.1947 
(postmark and registration 
label of the TPO)

Free frank postal card for the Italian 
army, 1940

The continuous black line shows the 
Sudanese railway Kosti – Khartoum –

Wadi Halfa and the Egyptian one Shellal 
– Aswan – Cairo – Alexandria; the maps 

presents also the Nile branches that 
completed the transport axis

The north-south rail-river connection was linked to the Egyptian network thanks to the
Sudanese railway completed in 1899 north of Khartoum, and in 1910 to the south. So the route
Cape-to-Cairo become operational after the First World War, even if not entirely feasible by rail.

Stamped-to-order postal card of                 
1 penny – Rhodesia, 1899 (used 1910) 

Letter shipped on the Tanganyika Railway Steamer 
«Liemba» on the lake Tanganyka, ship datestamp 
(31.05.1936) and «Paquebot» marking of Kigoma

6.1 From Cape to Cairo







6.2 The Trans-Saharan railway

The Sahara for centuries only crossed by caravans of camels,
was the scene of the second major trans-African project: the
trans-Saharan railway. From the late XIX century there were
several projects and expeditions to define its itinerary,
including the one led by the commander Flatters, ended
tragically with the massacre of almost all members (1881).

Fort Flatters, 28.12.1959, hexagonal postmark of the postal agency in the 
place named after commander Flatters on soldier’s free frank letter (FM)

Despite decades of discussion and analyses, only few
narrow gauge lines of penetration from the Algerian
coast were accomplished: the Oran - Colomb-Bechar
- Kénadza via Ain-Sefra and Ben-Zireg (770 km,
completed in 1906 up to Colomb-Bechar and 1921 in
the last section), then also connected to the
Moroccan network, and the Biskra - Touggourt (217
km, 1914) south of Constantine.

From Colomb Béchar to Paris, soldier’s free frank letter, 
handed on the train mail-guard on the line Ben-Zireg –
Ain-Sefra (18.06.1910) and than to the one on the line 
Ain-Sefra-Oran (postmark on reverse, 20.06.1910)

Reverse(reduction at 30%)

Algeria, 1945-46, 
railway parcel 

stamps: 
imperforated pair 

with variety 
broken “8” in the 

upper one

The difficulties of the railway project led to a gradual change of strategy in favor of road
links, as emerged during the conference of governors of North Africa held in Tunis in 1931. Algeria, 1945-46 – vertically imperforated block of four

Other railway axis towards thje
desert existed, but they did not
developed significantly. In Tunisa, for
instance, the line between the port
of Sfax and Metlaoui was extended
until Tozeur in 1910. Further
southbound expansion was
conceived but never built.

From Tozeur to Vence (France), posted via the train 
mail-guard on the line Tozeur – Metlaoui (18.06.1910) 
and than handed on the one on the line La Macouba –
Sousse (same date), Vence arrival postmark (4.11)

The last possible
trans-Saharan rail
route was from
Tripoli, but the line
leaving the city to
South never
extended beyond
Garian, at 89 km
from the sea.

From Suani Ben Aden to 
Cavriglia (Italy), posted 
via the train mail-guard 
on the line Garian-
Tripoli (17.01.1925), 
Cavriglia arrival 
postmark (20.01)



Algeria, 1941-42 – vertical pair, imperforate between 

Autorail crossing an oasis on the Biskra –
Touggourt line



6.2 The Trans-Saharan railway

More free from the constraints of the desert (although hampered by storms and need to refuel), air transport became the real
competitor of the camel caravans, since the operational difficulties for land transport (sands over the tracks, supplies) stimulated the
activation of trans-Saharan air links (since 1933).

From Niamey, 15.02.1938, to Bamako (arrival postmark 22.02.1938), transported on the first air service on the trans-Saharan 
axis Algeri – Gao – Bamako, 22.02.1938 (infrequent commercial mail on the first flight)

Such first trials were followed by the activation of the first regular services carried out by specially equipped coaches that ensured mail
transport “via the Saharan way" between the French colonies south of the Sahara and the motherland.

The first trans-Saharan raid of such Citroën vehicles took place between 17 December
1922 and 7 mars 1923 between Touggourt (Algeria) and Timbouctou.

Postcard posted on the special post 
office accompanying the first Citroën 

trans-Saharan raid, 22.02.1923

From Fort-Lamy (Daguin slogan postmark, 26.08.1935), to Paris, routed via “VOIE TRANSSAHARIENNE” (boxed linear), also holding 2-
lines linear cancel stating the exceptional transport via air  (“TRANSPORTÉ EXCEPTIONNELLEMENT PAR AVION”) despite being franked at 
domestic (French empire) first rate (50 cent., with 10 c. in excess)



Tunisia, 1928 – Proof without face value 

Between 1922 and 1925, test trips
of the Citroën tracked vehicles
supported to the idea of using
road transport instead of rail to
cross the Sahara. Such tests were
not always very successful but
much publicized.



7. THE WARTIME IMPORTANCE OF AFRICAN
RAILWAYS

7.1 The Anglo-Boer War

Railways played an important role in major conflicts in Africa, as in the second Anglo-
Boer War (1899-1902) during which the British troops used the lines built from the
coast inland to move to the front the troops arrived in the Cape and Natal ports.

New Zealand troops in training at Cape Town and train ready for their transport

During their counter attacks, often successful, the Boers did not hesitate to sabotage railway communications. In March 1900, for instance, they destroyed the
bridge over the river Tugela on the line Durban - Ladysmith, to hinder the British advance to the Orange. In June of the same year they attacked the Roodewal
station on the line Bloemfomtein - Pretoria, where several wagons with mail for the soldiers at the front were temporarily parked, and subtracted 2000 bags of
mail, then partially recovered, and other supplies; they also destroyed the rail installations.

Stamped-to-order postal card of 1 p. - Natal, 1901

Letter from Birmingham, 28.4.1900, to a British soldier involved in the Anglo-Boer War, looted by 
the Boers in Roodewal on 8.06.1900 and then recovered, as indicated by the linear marking

From Machadodorp, 17.06.1900 to Durban, British censor’s wrapper, postmark of the travelling 
post office on the Mozambican section of the Pretoria – Lourenço Marques line, 19.06.1900

Recto

After the fall of Pretoria, June 5,
1900, the capital of the Boer
Transvaal was moved to
Machadodorp on the line to
Lourenço Marques, which became
the only communication route to
the rest of the world.

Meanwhile, in the occupied areas
the British created on September
del 1900 the Imperial Military
Railways for the military
management of the railways. On
1/07/1902, at the end of the war,
they became the Central South
African Railways.

Form of a telegram transmitted on the telegraph network of the Imperial Military Railways, 06/19/1902 (a few days before the transformation into 
CSAR); "ARMY Telegraphs“ postmark  of the type used in the whole Empire by military telegraph units 





7.2 The Anglo-Egyptian reconquest of Sudan

The railway was even more crucial during the campaign to reoccupy the
Sudan by Anglo-Egyptian forces, after the mahdist forces had conquered the
country in 1885, killing General Charles Gordon, who had been sent to
evacuate the British in the country.

In 1896 the Anglo-Egyptian army,
led by Herbert Kitchner, began the
reconquest of the Sudan,
rebuilding the railway from Wadi
Halfa to the South, to support the
advance of the troops. An officer of
the Royal Engineers, Edouard
Girouard, directed the work of the
so-called "desert railway."

Free frank letter from a a railway company of the Royal Engineers, 11.09.1917 (the British military 
engineers were involved in the construction of railways in every major conflict involving the British Army)

Despite the heat and a cholera outbreak, from the beginning of 1897
Girouard teams proceeded rapidly, laying up to 3 km of track per day. As the
advance progressed, the line already built was immediately used for the
carriage of mail and, needless to say, to move troops and supplies. On 3 July
1898, the line reached Atbara, at 620 km from Wadi Halfa.

Postal card to england handed on the travelling post office in service on the “desert line”, 
23.02.1898 (at that time the line had reached Dakhesh, 380 km from Wadi Halfa).

Letter (cut and then repaired) sent to England by British soldier via the travelling post 
office on the "desert railway", 4.04.1898 (in that time the line had been completed up to 
Bashintab, 77 km north of Atbara).

In October 1898, the railway reached Halfaya,
separated only by the Blue Nile from Khartoum,
which was taken from the Mahdists on September 5.
The war had ended and Sudan was again under the
Anglo-Egyptian rule, thanks to the railway that
became then a normal line of transport.

Postal card 
to Germany 

posted on 
the train 

Halfaya –
Halfa, 

11.11.1909,  
e then 

transferred 
the following 

day to the 
TPO on the 

steamer 
between 

Halfa and 
Shellal in 

Egypt

From Khartoum, 5.10.1898 to Aldershot (GB), sent few days after the re-
opening of the Anglo-Egyptian post office (happened on 10.09.1898) 







7.3 The World Wars

During the First World War, the British Army used the Egyptian
railway lines to support the campaign against the Ottoman troops
who wanted to end the British protectorate over the country.

From British soldier in Egypt to Cambridge (GB), posted on 5.01.1917 on the TPO on a 
train of the line Alexandria – Daaba (near the Western border) indicated as « Z and W »; 
triangular British censor’s marking

To ensure secrecy on the movements of the troops, the field 
post offices traveling on trains were marked by letters 

instead of places of origin and destination.

From British soldier in Egypt to London, posted on 
5.03.1917 on the TPO on a train of the Cairo  – Port    Said 
line (denominazione “C A T”); British censor’s marking

The army built a 203 km line from Kan-
tara, in Sinai on the Suez Canal, and Rafa
in Palestine; after the war it was mana-
ged by British and then by Egyptians.

Annullo dell’ufficio postale 
ambulante civile sulla linea 
Rafa – Kantara, 17.07.1931

From Palestine to Canada, posted on the TPO in service 
o the Haifa – Kantara line between Palestine and 
Egypt, 26.12.1925 

The First World War in Africa also led
to the conquest of the territories
under German control by the British
and allies. The most extensive
network among those of the German
colonies, the rail system of
Tanganyika, passed under the control
of Belgian and British.

5 c. postal card – Belgian Occupation of German East 
Africa, 1918 

Lulanguru station, Tabora-Kigoma  line

From a British soldier in Sudan to Poona (India), posted on the field post office n. 174 
(situato a Khartoum), 26.03.1941; 2-lines linear mark “DESPATCHED BY RAIL ROUTE TO 

AVOID DETENTION”; several markings and wrapper of censorship

In the Second World War as well, the railways
were important for the transport of mail to the
troops and to support the advance.

The poor Lybian railway network built by the
Italian was nevertheless insufficient to feed the
Eastern front towards the British Egypt. As soon
as the occupation of Italian colonies was
progressing, English and Americans took over
the management of the local railways.

From an US soldier of the Railway Diesel Battalion 
(managing diesel trains) in Eritrea (Army PO n. 680), 

11.08.1943, to the USA, with US censorship mark







8. RAILWAY STRUCTURING THE AFRICAN SPACE

8.1 The railway towns

The development of the railway network triggered 
significant structural changes in the African spaces, 
including the creation of new cities.

On the Uganda Railway under construction, for instance, in 1899 was founded the city of Nairobi,
as a rail supply depot. Given its central position became the railway's headquarters and in 1905
replaced Mombasa as capital of the colony. Its elevation would made it cool enough for
residential purposes, attracting most of the British expatriates to Kenya.

Uganda railway 
between 
Mombasa and 
Nairobi

Another African railway town is Atbara in
Sudan.

A station on the Halfa – Khartoum line from
Egypt, it became a major railway junction with
the opening of the line to Port Sudan in 1905.
Thus, it was chosen as railways’ headquarters
and then developed as a “company town”
around the railway offices and workshops

Letter from Suakin (7.11.1911) on the Red Sea to 
Khartoum Norh, with transit postmark of the 
travelling post office Atbara – Port Sudan n.1 (8.11) 
and Halfa – Khartoum n.11 (9.11); Khartoum North 
arrival postmark (10.11)

From Atbara Station (31.10.1915) to USA, censorship marking 
– post  office at the station opened between 1911 and 1921     

Railway junctions such as Kaduna in Nigeria, border
stations such as Umtali (now Mutare) at the Rhodesia
– Mozambique frontier, locomotive depots and
marshalling yards as Waterval Boven in South Africa:
around large and mid-sized railway centres were built
towns inhabited first by railway workers and then
attracting all urban functions and other activities.

Waterval Boven (1898), undated boxed linear railway 
station postmark (unrecorded as canceller by Drysdall)



From Nairobi 
(18.04.1902) –

first type of 
Nairobi’s post 

office 
postmarks



Registered postal 
stationery letter 
from Kaduna 
Junction 
(27.10.38) to 
Ebute Metta in 
the colony (1 p. 
letter rate + 3 p. 
registration fee)



8.2 Railways supporting formal and informal 
economy

As already introduced in the previous chapter, another structural effect of the African railways has been the
support the local economy, including agricultural and forestry products, through facilitating the flows of them
by rail freight transport.

Nigeria, 1973 – original 
artwork with design 

different from the 
issued stamp

The formal economy was not the
only activity taking benefit of the
railways. African railway stations,
attracting a lot of persons,
became “natural” commercial
centres hosting informal markets
and trade of goods.

French Algeria, 1957 – Soldiers free franking postal card with “FM” imprint

The railway systems – although
limited by poor quality and low
capacity – has been also the
backbone of other essential
freight flows for the African
economy, in particular supporting
the export of goods from ports.

Universal “multi-
value” meter stamp of 
the Nyasaland (now 
Malawi) Railways, 
1952 –
000 specimen (for UPU 
archives) 







8.3 Railways as 
backbone of mail 
transport

Carriage of mail was another
key function of African
railways. Mail agents
accompanying mailbags and
collecting letters from
customers.

The mail agents usually travelled in special mail
vans or special compartment in normal coaches.
In few lines dedicated mail trains were operated.

The development of mail transport by train also boosted the traffic of
parcels, by removing the weight limits imposed by portage and other low
performing means of transport. In some cases, such as German South West
Africa, this generated the establishment of a two tariff systems, with lower
rates for parcels transported to/from places along the railway lines.

“Railway letter” accepted by Bloemfontein SAR office (15.05.1931) to Durban, T110 label to 
indicate train and date ; franked 4 pence (1st weight rate 2 p. + rail-letter fee 2 p.)

Registered letters were also collected, since In
several stops train mail agents represented the
unique available postal service. They were equipped
with special postmarks to cancel the collected mail.

Madagascar, 
1926, 
“convoyeur” 
(train mail 
agent”) on 
the Tanarive 
to Tamatave 
line

German South West Africa, 
1912, “Bahnpost” (“train mail” 
service) on the Swakopmund to 
Windhoek line

Registered letter handed on the 
travelling post office on the 
train from Dar Es Salam to 
Kigoma, 16.05.33

In South Africa, railway companies were allowed to directly collect
mail from customers willing a faster posting. Such letter were franked
with basic postage + specific railway fee, and handed on the rail
stations’ staff who cancelled them by means of the station datestamp.

South West Africa, 1937, 
Mail train – 1½d Proofs of 
both stamps with English 

and Afrikaans text, on 
Bradbury Wilinson & Co. 

Card





Ivory Coast, 1966  - Colour trials stripe , with handwritten colour codes



Parcel of 3 kg from Aus (German SW Africa, 10.12.1913) to Ludwigsburg (Germany, 
30.01 arrival postmark on the back) – parcel form franked by 2,50 marks (1-5 kg 

parcel rate to/from sites along the railway lines, in force between 1910 and 1914; 
rate for other sites would have been 0,50 marks higher, i.e. 3 marks)



8.3 Railways as backbone of mail transport

Trains were for decades also the main transport
means for the carriage of parcels. Several African
railways directly managed such services, and so they
issued their own parcels stamps to prepay the
transport fees.

Natal, 1900 – 6 (of which 3 on the other side) x 3 pence 
blue green Natal Government Railways parcel stamp 

franking a parcel tag  (worn as are usually such objects)

Cape of Good Hope, 1868-73 – 5 pence  Cape 
Town Railway  parcel stamp

Algeria, 1945-46 – unperforated 9 Fr, parcel stamps 
of the Algerian Railways CFA

South Africa, 1969 – pair of 1 c. parcel stamps of 
South African Railways, overprinted “SPECIMEN”

Belgian 
Congo –

parcel card 
of the BCK 

railway with 
a total 

franking of 
92 Kutas 

(overprinted 
parcel 

stamps of 
the 3rd and 

4th series of 
the 

company)

Belgian Congo – 6 parcel stamps of the second  (1 Fr. and 5 Fr.) and third (other value) sets issued by the Societé des Chemin de Fer Vicinaux du Congo (Northern Congo local railway)

Newspapers also reached the remote
localities of the inland thanks to the railways.
As for parcels, the latter in some countries
directly managed such transport, issuing
special stamps to prepay the transport fees.

South Africa, 1912 – ½ penny  SAR 
newspaper stamps on white paper

South Africa, 1983 – newspaper wrapper franked 
for 25 c. (newspaper stamps of 1977-80)Rhodesia, 

1983 –
newspaper 
wrapper 
franked with    
2 c. 
newspaper 
stamp of 
Rhodesia 
Railways 
(issued in 
1977)







 E



9. 1945-1980: THE GOLDEN AGE OF AFRICAN RAILWAYS

9.1 Towards the abandonment of
steam

In Africa, the years after the 2nd WW were very positive for the
railways, especially for the growth of bulk traffic for which
they were the main transport mean. Steam locomotives of
great power, such as the Garrat, were put into operation in
various countries for the traction of high tonnage trains.

Due to steam dependance upon relatively
scarce resources in those lands (water and
coal), it grew the use of locomotives and
railcars with diesel traction, often also
allowing to haul longer and heavier trains

Particularly important was the adoption of diesel engines for the propulsion of railcars for
transporting passengers, allowing a substantial improvement in service comfort and reliability.

Madagascar, 1962 – Colour proof in unadopted colour, with control
perforation and handwritten ink code (1526) (LX means Lorilleux ink)

Algeria, 
1945-46, 
railway 
parcel stamp, 
imperforated 
bloc of four

Diesel-
electric 

locomotive 
built by 
English 

Electric for 
heavy 

mineral 
trains, 1969

To improve ride smoothness
on the lines with turtous
track, such as in Madagascar,
rubber-tyred railcars called
“Micheline” were put into
operations.

Mauritania, 1962 – Inspection proof in sepia 



Ghana, 1978 – proof on presentation card  
of the printing house Format International

Madagascar, 1946 –
unissued stamp

Micheline railcar



French West 
Africa, 1946 –
“Good for 
printing” proof 
dated and 
signed by the 
Head of 
Colonial 
communication 
service



9.2 End of colonial administration and new realizations

Between 1956 and 1968 almost all the African colonies gained independence. This also marked the end of
the European control on the local rail networks, replaced by national railway companies in each country.

The Central Office of 
the Railways of 
Overseas France 
assured technical 
assistance and 
coordination to the 
networks of the 
French colonies

The Société 
nationale des 

chemins de fer
Algériens was born 

in  1963 after 
decolonization, 

replacing the Société    
nationale des 

chemins de fer 
français en Algérie

The last years of the colonial period
saw the creation of some limited but
important works, such as the extension
of Bobo-Dioulasso - Ouagadougou in
Upper Volta (1954) and the bridge over
the Wouri connecting the two lines of
Cameroon until then separated (1955) .

Not-
cancelling 

celebration 
mark 

stamped  
by the 

Douala 
post office

Unissued 
due to the 
change of 
the inland 
mail rate

Some countries after
independence adopted the
multi-year planning of a
socialist type, in which they
included also the
development of railway
systems.

Egypt, 1961 – 9th anniversary of the Revolution and 5-years Plan: not adopted 
original artwork from the archive of the Survey Department) and issued stamp

Towards the end of the "golden age" in the 70s also some international
connections were completed: the line Nacala - Nova Freixo - Blantyre
between Mozambique and Malawi was opened in 1970-71, while in 1979-
80 Malawi and Zambia were connected through the line Salima – Lilongwe
– Mchinji.







9.3 The expansion: mining connections and international lines

The growth of the mining flows drove the
building of specific lines e.g. the link between
the Zoeurate iron ore and the Nouadhibou
port in Mauritania (1963, 704 km), travelled by
long trains of 200-210 wagons, …

Monrovia –Mano River mine railway  (1951)

LAMCO Buchanan – Yekepa  railway (1963)

Corner block of four with 
inverted overprint

The development of networks included even new international
links, such as the line between Tanzania and Zambia
(TANZAM), completed in 1976 with Chinese assistance to allow
the flow of import/export of Zambia avoiding Rhodesia and
South Africa, at the time led by racist regimes.

Chinese 
locomotives 
for the 
TANZAM 
boarded in a 
Chinese port

Postal card 
with oval 
taxation 
mark for 
insufficient 
franking 
(hand-
written 
taxation 
amount)

Since the 60s international
financial institutions, such
as the the World Bank and
the African Development
Bank , took an increasing
role in financing of new
projects.

Line to Bornu province 
financed by the World Bank

Imper-
forated 
black 
proof

In Algeria, the transport of iron ore and phosphate extracts in the east with trains of high
tonnage imposed the complete electrification of the line from the port of Bone
(Annaba) to Tebessa (1951).

Liberia, 1953 – Original artwork with annotation for the final design (“Lighter background”, “more foliage back”, “correct nature”)



… and – in Liberia – the
lines for iron transport to
the ports of Monrovia and
Buchanan

Algeria, 1956 –
Inspection proof in sepia



Corner block of four with inverted overprint



9.4 Towards the XXI century: between opportunities and risks of
decline

New coaches with air conditioning, the promotion of reliable and safe railways,
new services for the mobility in some urban areas, new realizations (such as the
Trans-Gabonese and the swing bridge over the Suez Canal at El Ferdan): the last
decades have not been without results and opportunities for the railways in Africa.

On the South African network the exploitation of the railway for tourism has also been developed, with high-level services
such as the Blue Train (Cape Town – Pretoria), and the Sun City Express (Johannesburg – Pretoria – Sun City tourist resort).

In the face of these positive
developments, however, the train
has increasingly suffered from
the competition of road
transport, supported by more
modern infrastructure than the
often decrepit railway lines, ...

… and of air transport, dominant
on the international connections
(while cross-border rail services
are lacking) and facilitated by the
building of new airports.

"Petit Train Bleu" connceting the Dakar suburbs 
1,20 yuan letter card – China, 2009 Headquarters of China Railway Seventh Group, one of the Chinese construction companies operating in Africa

Another critical element have
been the civil wars in countries
such as Eritrea, Liberia, Angola,
Zaire, severely damaged lines and
rolling stock, currently undergoing
repair.

Il For the restoration of
damaged lines and the
realization of new
projects, in recent years
the technical and
economic cooperation of
China has been essential .

South Africa, 1993 – Stamp booklet

Sleeper night trains also
connect large South African
cities, ensuring overnight link
over the longer distance trips.

Normal stamp

Block of 6 stamps with the “night train” variety 


